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“I often get low when I hear about the state of our planet,  
then I hear and see what local groups are doing and how many people care, 
and this inspires me.” 
 










Conservation in New Zealand is a massive enterprise, combining government, public, and 
private efforts. Volunteers work across these sectors to restore the unique flora and fauna of 
this island archipelago.  
 
In light of ambitious conservation goals, such as Predator Free 2050, it is important to take 
stock of the attitudes and motivations of volunteers. They are the ‘boots on the ground’ 
engaged in conservation activities such as habitat restoration. These volunteers are also direct 
links to the communities in which they live, and can be conduits through which to engage 
more New Zealanders. 
 
New Zealand conservation volunteers were surveyed in 2018 to gauge their motivations to 
volunteer, their attitudes toward conservation, and to gather demographic information to get a 
snapshot of who is volunteering. 
 
New Zealand conservation volunteers were found to have similar demographic characteristics 
and motivations to volunteer as volunteers in other parts of the world. Volunteers who 
engaged in mammalian predator control were just as concerned with the welfare of the target 
species as those who did not participate in predator control. Time was found to be the most 
important factor for whether existing volunteers chose to volunteer more, making volunteer 
role identity a more likely motivator to begin volunteering for conservation than 
environmental values. Conservation volunteers overwhelmingly agree with the stated goals of 
Predator Free 2050 and are in favour of current and potential future methods of pest control. 
They are, however, significantly less confident in achieving the goals laid out by Predator 
Free 2050. 
 
I hope that the results of this exploratory research are useful in better understanding the 
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I sat at the kitchen table, nursing my second cup of coffee. It was late in the morning but I 
had nowhere better to be. I was home from college, and not for a brief visit – I was a 
wayward Zoology graduate back home living with his dad. But, flipping through the 
classifieds for any jobs that might not have been listed online, I happened across an ad that 





So, I signed up. At Beaver Creek, not only did I get face-to-face with tiny owls, but I was 
introduced to a fantastic group of individuals who epitomise what I have come to love: 
conservation volunteering. 
 
I could list the reasons I volunteered: to give back to the environment, to follow my interests, 
and to get out of my dad’s kitchen, just to name a few. I wondered, though, why do the others 
do this? Some people I met put in more hours volunteering than fulltime staff ever marked on 
their timesheet. This question followed me to New Zealand, where I have also volunteered, 
and where conservation is a daily topic of discussion. 
 
This brief introductory chapter will give some background information to the main questions 
of this thesis: who are New Zealand’s conservation volunteers, what motivates them, and 
what are their attitudes towards conservation? It will also give an outline of the following 
thesis chapters including details about the creative component, a book entitled All in a Day’s 




Saw-whet owl Banding 
workshop. Beaver Creek 
Nature Reserve.  





In the New Zealand context, the state of the environment plays a strong role in the national 
imagination and is considered one of the country’s most vital assets. Tourism New Zealand’s 
motto has been “100% Pure New Zealand” for nearly two decades and New Zealanders 
largely align themselves with the ‘clean, green’ image it evokes (Tourism New Zealand, 
2009; Hughey, Kerr, & Cullen, 2016). 
 
International tourism contributed nearly $11.1 billion to New Zealand’s economy in the year 
ending September 2018 (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment [MBIE], 2018a). 
Of the top eight stated factors influencing international tourists’ consideration of New 
Zealand as a destination, three relate to nature and can be linked to conservation. The 
number-one reported factor was ’Spectacular Landscapes / Natural Scenery’ with a 46% 
occurrence, the 6th was ‘Environmentally Friendly Image’ (21%), and the 7th was ‘Walking 
and Hiking’ (16%) (Tourism New Zealand, 2018). Ninety-eight percent of tourists rated New 
Zealand’s environment as having met or exceeded their expectations, and 64% rated New 
Zealand’s environmental management as among the best or ahead of most other countries 
(Tourism New Zealand, 2018). 
  
A 2009 Ministry of Tourism report found tourists have a high (approx. 70%) propensity to 
engage in at least one nature-based activity during their stay in New Zealand (Ministry of 
Tourism, 2009). Visitor numbers are expected to increase by 4.6% per year and reach 5.1 
million per annum by 2024 (MBIE, 2018b). 
 
So, New Zealand stands to benefit economically both now and into the future from the state 
of its environment through international tourism.  
 
There is also a large instance of volunteers contributing their time and effort to enhance New 
Zealand’s natural assets. Ross (2009) found that there were about 600 community 
environmental groups involved in environmental restoration and conservation across the 
country, with Peters, Eames, and Hamilton (2015) estimating somewhere between 25,000 and 
45,000 volunteers nationally. 
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With so many volunteers in conservation, plenty of work is being done around the country. 
The Department of Conservation (DOC), for example, has kept records of their volunteers’ 
efforts and it is trending upwards. For the year ending June 2018, the equivalent of 41,882 
full workdays were contributed by volunteers (DOC, 2018a). And all this labour is a great 
investment. Hardie-Boys (2010) found a $3-$4 return on investment of every dollar put 
toward community conservation groups via government contracts and grants. Similarly, 
Cowie (2010) found a 4.5-fold return on grant money received by 13 coastal restoration 
groups in the Wellington region. 
 
For the national economy and government budgets, conservation volunteering is a great 
choice because there are people all over the country willing to do a lot of work for no 
financial compensation. But, as Ryan, Kaplan, and Grese (2001) have noted, “[Volunteers] 
are not free labour, but individuals who will keep coming if their needs are fulfilled.” Before 
we can better serve and support this group of people doing great work for New Zealand 
conservation, we first must know more about them. This study hopes to help achieve a better 
understanding of the New Zealanders volunteering for conservation: who they are, what 
motivates them, and what attitudes they have toward conservation. If we learn more about 
these conservation volunteers, we could set them up for success which would enrich their 
experience as individuals, enhance their community, and increase the benefits to nature. By 
supporting conservation volunteers, we support the good work they do as well as the spirit 
and community of conservation in New Zealand. 
 
 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
 
In the second chapter of this thesis, I provide some of the literature background on which the 
concepts in this thesis are based. I also attempt to define some key terms in a New Zealand 
context. 
 
In the third chapter, I describe the methods used to collect the exploratory data used to try to 
answer questions about conservation volunteers in New Zealand. 
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In the fourth chapter, I report on the results of a nationwide online survey of New Zealand’s 
conservation volunteers.  
 
In the fifth chapter, I look more closely at the results of the survey and discuss their potential 
ramifications for conservation in New Zealand. I finish the chapter with some conclusions 
from this exploratory research, including limitations and suggested further study. 
 
Finally, attached to this academic thesis is a creative component. It is a book of fiction 
grounded in the conservation volunteer experience in New Zealand and is found in the sixth 
chapter. All in a Day’s Work: A New Zealand Conservation Story is written to an 
intermediate school reading level but the story will hopefully appeal to older age groups as 
well. The book attempts to distill some of the conservation science, motivations, and 
environmental values of New Zealanders as they go about conserving their natural history. 
 
Together, both the academic thesis and accompanying creative component work together to 
tell part of the story of conservation volunteers in New Zealand. They are a group of 
passionate and dedicated individuals who prefer to roll up their sleeves and do the hard work 
for the benefit of the environment. I hope this thesis provides helpful information regarding 





2.0 Literature Review 
 
 
The following chapter provides the scholarly foundation relating to the questions I plan to 
explore with data collected from New Zealand conservation volunteers. This chapter will first 
start by identifying some of the attitudes and values of New Zealanders towards both the 
environment and conservation.  
 
Next, it will try to best define conservation as it relates to New Zealand and give a brief 
overview of the current state of conservation in New Zealand. This review will then try to 
define what it means to volunteer, what the broad category of volunteering in science looks 
like, and then will put volunteering in conservation into the unique national context. 
 
Finally, this chapter closes by giving an overview of how volunteer motivations are measured 
and what motivational factors have tended to appear in past studies of conservation 
volunteers before again putting motivations of conservation volunteers into a local context. 
 
 
2.1 Attitudes and Values towards the Environment and Conservation 
 
Every two years, researchers from Lincoln University attempt to capture a snapshot of New 
Zealanders’ views on the state of the environment (Hughey et al., 2016). In the latest iteration 
of the nationwide survey, The Public Perceptions of New Zealand’s Environment, a majority 
of respondents rate the overall state of New Zealand’s environment as ‘good’ to ‘adequate’ 
(68.1%) and when asked about the state of New Zealand’s environment compared to that of 
other countries, 61.9% rated it ‘very good’ or ‘good’ (Hughey et al., 2016). 
 
New Zealanders have repeatedly ranked conservation as important to them. In The Public 
Perception of New Zealand’s Environment survey, 73.1% considered conservation ‘quite 
important’ to ‘very important’ and only 5% considered conservation to be of limited or no 
importance (Hughey et al., 2016). 
 
In a Department of Conservation (DOC) commissioned report on the benefits of 
conservation, over 85% of respondents rated conservation as being either ‘important’ or ‘very 
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important’ to them. The same proportion (85%) of respondents believe their lives are 
improved by their connection to New Zealand’s nature (Ipsos, 2016). The report asked 
participants to identify any personal benefits they receive from conservation, and 98% of 
respondents identified with at least one benefit. The two most important self-reported benefits 
were ‘protecting plants and animals’ (33%) and ‘protecting the natural environment for my 






“Conservation in the 21st Century is such a broad movement that it resists 




Modern working definitions of conservation of nature vary, though historically the term was 
juxtaposed with preservation as an approach to land, resource, and environmental 
management. The very public debate between John Muir and Gifford Pinchot in the early 
1900s shaped the discourse on conservation policy in the United States of America (Smith, 
1998). Pinchot, a forester, championed the conservation of natural resources for their utility 
to humans. Muir was a resonant voice for the preservation of nature for its intrinsic value, a 
term which some have equated as ‘sacredness’ (Snyder & Hooper-Bui, 2018). 
 
Today, what we call conservation tends to incorporate both the conservationist and 
preservationist goals when it comes to environmental management. The Oxford English 
Dictionary (n.d.) defines conservation as it relates to the environment as both “the 
preservation, protection, or restoration of the natural environment and of wildlife” and “the 
practice of seeking to prevent the wasteful use of a resource in order to ensure its continuing 
availability.” This modern-day definition incorporates the sentiment of early preservationists 
of nature’s intrinsic value followed by those of early conservationists’ utilitarian focus on the 
instrumental value of nature.  
 
Intrinsic valuation and instrumental valuation of nature have recently become a topic of 
debate in the literature (Batavia & Nelson, 2017, 2018; Justus, Colyvan, Regan, & Maguire, 
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2009a, 2009b; Sagoff, 2009; Schaubroeck, 2018). Whether nature has value in and of itself 
(intrinsic) or because it serves to benefit humans in some way (instrumental) is important 
because it informs why and how we should approach conservation and conservation policy. 
 
Sandbrook (2015) argues that recent debate over the definition of conservation is not dividing 
but rather “a sign of maturity as conservation grows in scale and influence.” He aims for an 
inclusive and rather vague definition of conservation as being “actions that are intended to 
establish, improve or maintain good relations with nature” (Sandbrook, 2015).  
 
Tallis and Lubchenco (2014) also aim for an inclusive target, but instead of a definition they 
call for “a unified and diverse conservation ethic; one that recognises and accepts all values 
of nature, from intrinsic to instrumental, and welcomes all philosophies justifying nature 
protection and restoration, from ethical to economic, and from aesthetic to utilitarian.” This 
harkens back to Aldo Leopold’s Conservation Ethic (1933) but calls for an inclusive, modern 
example. 
 
While this recent debate is on the radar of many academics, many practising conservationists 
have acknowledged that they believe nature has, at least in part, intrinsic value (Guiney & 
Oberhauser, 2009).  
 
Locally, this amalgamation of preservation and conservation is most evident in the definition 
of conservation in New Zealand’s Conservation Act of 1987. It states that conservation is 
“the preservation and protection of natural and historic resources for the purpose of 
maintaining their intrinsic values, providing for their appreciation and recreational enjoyment 
by the public, and safeguarding the options of future generations” (Conservation Act 1987, 
s2). The Act is guiding legislation for conservation of nature in New Zealand, having 
established the Department of Conservation. So, in a New Zealand policy context, 
preservationist ideals are intertwined with a 20th Century understanding of conservation. 
 
A definition of conservation put forth by Leader-Williams, Adams, and Smith (2011) is 
“actions that directly enhance the chances of habitats and species persisting in the wild.” 
Vucetich et al. (2018) argue that “[c]onservation is a constituent element of sustainability” 
and while I acknowledge the importance of sustainability and social justice in conservation 
actions, I take their core definition of conservation for the purposes of this research. Vucetich 
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et al. (2018) define conservation as “maintaining and restoring the health of ecological 
collectives – namely, species and native populations and ecosystems.” This definition fits 




2.2.1 Current state of terrestrial conservation in New Zealand 
 
 
As of 2016, DOC managed over 8.5 million hectares of public conservation land, or nearly 
one-third of New Zealand’s total land area (DOC, 2017b). New Zealand is third among 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries for proportion 
of land under environmental protection (OECD, 2017). If you include private conservation 
land protected by the Queen Elizabeth II Trust or Ngā Whenua Rāhui, over 8.7 million 
hectares are under legal protection of some kind for the purpose of conserving biodiversity 
(Ministry for the Environment [MFE], 2010). 
 
While the country boasts an impressively large conservation portfolio in terms of land area, 
many of New Zealand’s terrestrial plants and animals are threatened by extinction (DOC, 
2017c; Figure 1). New Zealand is a remote island archipelago and much of its flora and fauna 
is endemic, or found nowhere else in the world (Figure 2), so if they become locally extinct, 
they become globally extinct. This level of endemism and extinction risk has contributed to 
New Zealand being labelled a globally-significant biodiversity hotspot for conservation of 
species (Myers, Mittermeier, da Fonseca, & Kent, 2000). 
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Figure 1. Number of species threatened by extinction in New Zealand. Identified by the New Zealand Threat 
Classification System when enough data were available (from DOC, 2017c). 
 
Figure 2. Percentage of endemic species in New Zealand (from DOC, 2017b). 
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Invasive mammals brought intentionally or accidentally to New Zealand are the leading 
threat to New Zealand’s native biodiversity (DOC, 2017d). New Zealand has developed 
methods of eradicating invasive mammalian predators from islands and has been successful 
in scaling up these efforts to larger and larger areas (Clout & Russell, 2006).  
 
On 25 July 2016, then Prime Minister of New Zealand John Key announced the Predator 
Free 2050 goal. This lofty goal is to rid the mainland of New Zealand of three of the most 
harmful introduced mammalian predators by the year 2050: stoats (Mustela erminea), 
Australian common brushtail possums (Trichosurus vulpecula), and rats (Norway rat: Rattus 
norvegicus; Ship rat: Rattus rattus; Pacific rat or kiore: Rattus exulans) (DOC, 2018b). 
 
The Predator Free 2050 announcement was widely publicised, featured in segments on radio, 
television, internet, and print news outlets both domestically and abroad (Dann, 2016; Lewis, 
2016; “New Zealand aims,” 2016; “The beginning,” 2016; Ramzy, 2016). Grassroots groups 
and local chapters of national organisations have emerged as champions of the goals it lays 
out.  
 
There are an estimated 600 community environmental groups involved in environmental 
restoration and conservation (Ross, 2009) with anywhere between 25,000 and 45,000 
volunteers (Peters et al., 2015). Many of these local groups are engaged in Predator Free 
2050 pest eradication. Most of those involved in local groups are volunteers and such 
volunteers have (and will continue) to play a critical role in conservation in New Zealand 






“Volunteering is a complex and multi-faceted phenomenon the boundaries of which 
are unclear.” (Rochester, 2006) 
 
The study of volunteering, or ‘volunteerism,’ is found in a large swath of scholarly 
disciplines, and the term ‘volunteering’ is used broadly and to encompass many different 
activities (Wilson, 2000). There is no universal consensus on what the term means. 
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Hustinx, Cnaan, and Handy note that defining what volunteering is has been a struggle in 
academia and that “existing definitions focus on detailing what volunteering is not” (2010). 
They continue that, “[volunteering] is not biologically necessary, it is not paid labor, it is not 
slavery or forced labor, it is not kinship care, and it is not spontaneous help” and note that 
volunteering is typically separate from causes that support hate and violence, are antisocial, 
or considered political activism (Hustinx et al., 2010). 
 
Clary et al. define volunteerism as “voluntary, sustained, and ongoing helpfulness” (1998). 
More specifically, Cnaan, Handy, and Wadsworth (1996) identified four elements in 
definitions of volunteering across the literature: 
  
- free will - ranging from free will, relatively uncoerced, and obligation to volunteer 
- remuneration – none, none expected, reimbursed expenses, stipend/low pay 
- organisation – formal or informal 
- proximity to beneficiaries – benefit/help strangers, benefit/help friends or relatives, 
benefit oneself 
 
Depending on the definition of volunteering used, Cnaan et al. found each of the above 
elements to fall on a spectrum from what they called ‘pure’ to ‘broad’ volunteerism (1996), 
but “…the point on each of Cnaan et al.’s dimensions at which an activity ceases to be 
acceptable as volunteering is a matter of judgement...” (Rochester, 2006). Studies of public 
perception of what constitutes a volunteer suggest that net cost to the person volunteering is a 
determining factor. That is, all else being equal, a person is perceived as ‘more’ of a 
volunteer if it is thought their costs to volunteering are greater (Handy et al. 2000), which 
maps onto Cnaan et al.’s dimension of “remuneration” (1996). A follow-up study found 
consistency across eight countries of who is considered a volunteer and concluded that 
“remuneration and less free will have a definite impact on people’s perception of who is a 
volunteer across all regions” (Meijs et al., 2003).  
 
Wilson (2000) states “[v]olunteering means any activity in which time is given freely to 
benefit another person, group, or organization.” He acknowledges, but does not weigh in on, 
the debate on if receiving financial or material rewards disqualifies an individual from being 
considered a volunteer. Similarly, Penner (2002) says “[v]olunteerism can be defined as long-
term, planned, prosocial behaviours that benefit strangers and occur within an organizational 
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setting.” While both Wilson (2000) and Penner’s (2002) definitions are thorough, neither 
limit volunteerism based on remuneration. 
 
Due to its local relevance and its close association with elements of ‘pure’ volunteerism as 
defined by Cnaan et al. (1996), I will use Volunteering New Zealand’s definition for 
volunteering: “time willingly given for the common good and without financial gain of any 




2.3.1 Volunteering in science 
 
 
Volunteering in science is diverse and, as a broad category, poorly studied. While there is 
scant research, examples of volunteering in science can be found. Unpaid internships, 
including those associated with science, are a popular and increasing form of gaining on-the-
job experience especially while studying (Shoenfelt, Stone, and Kottke, 2013). Volunteer 
nature guides engage with the public and interpret nature while conveying scientific topics 
such as biology, conservation science, and ecology, for example (Evans, Ching, and Ballard, 
2012). Individuals volunteering for the environment, such as implementing sustainability 
initiatives like community gardens, can be considered volunteering in science (McKinne & 
Halfacre, 2008).  
 
Citizen science is one prevalent and growing example of volunteering in science and is 
prevalent in scholarly literature. Citizen science can be many things, but the term as it relates 
to non-scientists volunteering their time to contribute to scientific endeavours was clarified 
by Bonney (1996). Irwin (1995) was the first to coin the term. In his book titled Citizen 
Science, he offers this two-pronged definition of citizen science as he envisioned it: “Citizen 
Science evokes a science which assists the needs and concerns of citizens… [a]t the same 
time [it] implies a form of science developed and enacted by citizens themselves…” (Irwin, 
1995). 
 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines citizen science as a “scientific work undertaken by 
members of the general public, often in collaboration with or under the direction of 
professional scientists and scientific institutions” (“citizen science,” n.d.). It goes on to define 
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a citizen scientist in a modern sense as “(b) a member of the general public who engages in 
scientific work, often in collaboration with or under the direction of professional scientists 
and scientific institutions; an amateur scientist” (“citizen scientist,” n.d.). 
 
In New Zealand, ‘A Nation of Curious Minds’ is a government initiative with a ten-year 
goal to “encourage and enable better engagement with science and technology in all sectors 
of New Zealand” (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment & Ministry of 
Education, 2014). Through its funding scheme, Curious Minds supports 119 projects that 
work toward this goal, including many citizen science projects through its Participatory 
Science Platform. Other citizen science opportunities in New Zealand are found online. 
Examples include the New Zealand Garden Bird Survey organised by Landcare Research, 
NatureWatch NZ run by the New Zealand Bio-Recording Network Trust, and Marine Meter 
Squared which is organised by the New Zealand Marine Studies Centre. 
 
International Conservation Volunteering and volunteer tourism (or “voluntourism”) are forms 
of conservation volunteering where participants typically pay a fee to travel to a desirable 
locale to engage in some form of volunteer activity (Sherraden, Stringham, Sow, & McBride, 
2006). Participants in voluntourism to New Zealand are not well studied, including those 
engaging in conservation activities. While their collective impact could be significant, their 
individual role in New Zealand’s conservation would be fleeting and their motivations 
perhaps influenced most by a desire to travel and are therefore not considered in this 
research. 
 
There is a subset of environmental volunteers who are involved in conservation, and these 
volunteers are the subjects of this research.  
 
 
2.3.2 Volunteering in conservation: The New Zealand context 
 
In New Zealand, volunteer labour is increasingly used to pursue conservation goals. There 
are an estimated 600 community groups (Ross, 2009) with between 25,000 and 45,000 
volunteers actively participating in conservation activities (Peters et al., 2015). Large, 
nationwide organisations that offer conservation volunteer opportunities include the 
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Department of Conservation and Forest & Bird. There is also Nature Space, a prominent 
online database for conservation groups, scheduled activities, information, and resources. 
 
In their annual report, New Zealand’s Department of Conservation (DOC) quantifies the 
number of workday equivalencies accrued by volunteers (DOC, 2007-2016, 2017a, 2018a). 
The following graph depicts the trend of steady increase in the number of workday 
equivalencies since 2007 (Figure 3). 
 
 
Figure 3. Yearly workday equivalents of volunteers for the New Zealand Department of Conservation since 
2007 (DOC 2007-2016, 2017a, 2018a). 
 
In her research, Caroline Cowie (2010) looked at ecological restoration volunteers in the 
Greater Wellington Region. She found that most participants reported spending most of their 
time planting (74.5%), conducting plant care (67%), and working in the plant nursery (30%). 
 
DOC’s annual Survey of New Zealanders found that 12% of respondents had actively helped 
on a conservation project in the past 12 months, many planting trees (54%), protecting or 
restoring habitats or species (43%), or conducting pest control (34%; Ipsos, 2016). Similarly, 
The Public Perceptions of New Zealanders survey found 13.1% of respondents have ‘been an 
active member of a club or group that restores and/or replants natural environments’ in the 
past 12 months (Hughey et al., 2016). 
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For the purposes of this research, a conservation volunteer is understood to be someone who 
freely chooses to participate in maintaining and restoring the health of ecological collectives 
(species and native populations and ecosystems) for the greater good without remuneration 
(adapted from Vucetich et al., 2018). 
 
 
2.4 Motivation to volunteer 
 
 
“[Volunteers] are not free labour, but individuals who will keep coming if their needs 
are fulfilled.” (Ryan et al., 2001) 
 
 
People who volunteer do so for a variety of reasons. Motivations are broadly classified as 
either stemming from an altruistic desire to help others or an egocentric desire to help oneself 
(Clary et al., 1998). Some long-time volunteers have been shown to be motivated to continue 
volunteering based on their perceived role identity. Finkelstein, Penner, and Brannick (2005) 
found that “individuals who are most likely to engage in ongoing, discretionary helping are 
those who have internalised a prosocial role and who strongly feel that others expect them to 
continue in a manner consistent with that role.” That is, they have come to see themselves as 
volunteers and feel others expect them to volunteer. They are, at least in part, motivated to 
keep volunteering to maintain this personal and outward image of themselves as volunteers 
(Finkelstein et al., 2005). 
 
Clary et al. (1998) first developed a functional approach to determining what motivates 
volunteers to engage in voluntary, unpaid labour. It was based on the foundational 
psychology theory of functionalism developed by Smith, Bruner, and White (1956) and Katz 
(1960). Clary et al.’s (1998) research into volunteer motivations resulted in a set of six factors 
that motivate people to volunteer, called the Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI): 
 
- Values – opportunity for individuals to express their “altruistic and humanitarian 
concerns for others” (Clary et al. 1998). 
- Understanding – an opportunity to learn new things, use knowledge, or practice 
skills 
- Social – concerning relationships with others 
- Career – possibility for career-related benefits to be had through volunteering 
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- Protective – reduce guilt over being more fortunate than others 
- Enhancement – a chance for personal growth and development 
 
While VFI has become the dominant quantifying methodology in volunteer motivation 
studies, qualitative approaches have been shown to yield a more detailed view on individual 
volunteer motivations (e.g. Pagès, Fischer, & van der Wal, 2018). Yeung (2004) developed 
the Octagon Model of volunteer motivations using detailed phenomenological analysis of a 
small sample of interviews (14 male, 4 female). The Octagon Model (Figure 4) is made of 
four interacting dimensions: ‘giving-getting,’ ‘continuity-newness,’ ‘distance-proximity,’ and 
‘thought-action.’ Each of the dimensions of the octagon model generally overlap with results 
of volunteer functional inventory studies but the model provides an opportunity to visually 
‘map’ an individual’s motivations based on where they fall on the spectrum of the four 
dimensions. It “aims to capture the phenomena of volunteer motivation value-free and as they 
occurred in the richness of individual experiences and meanings” (Yeung, 2004). 
 
 
Figure 4. The octagon model of volunteer motivations (left) with an example of an individual’s results (right; 
from Yeung, 2004). 
 
While arguably a more holistic approach to volunteer motivations, it is limiting in its 
practical application. The octagon model has 767 motivational elements in 47 themes and 
while it gives a detailed look at an individual’s motivations to volunteer, it would be difficult 
to apply the model to large groups of people. What is more feasible for this study, however, 
is to provide an opportunity for respondents to elaborate on their motivations with open-
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ended responses in the survey. Because of its ease-of-use and verified reliability (Allison, 
Okun, & Dutridge, 2002), VFI has been used as primary method in a variety of volunteer 
motivation studies, including in conservation settings. A combination of VFI and open-ended 
questions in the survey will hopefully result in a well-rounded look at the motivations of New 
Zealand’s conservation volunteers. 
 
 
2.4.1 Motivation for conservation volunteers 
 
 
“While no one wonders why someone may assume gainful employment, many ask why 
one would volunteer.” (Hustinx et al., 2010) 
 
 
Using the framework of Clary et al. (1998), Bruyere & Rappe (2007) applied the Volunteer 
Functions Inventory (VFI) specifically to conservation volunteers in Colorado, U.S.A., to 
gauge their motivations. Their study added ‘Project Organisation,’ ‘User,’ and ‘Help the 
Environment’ to Clary et al.’s list of factors and reframed ‘Values’ as ‘Values and esteem,’ 
and ‘Understanding’ as ‘Learning.’ 
 
From the data they collected, there was also a possibility for an 8th factor: ‘Getting outside.’ 
This was reported in 18% of the responses to open-ended questions (Bruyere & Rappe 2007). 
There are similarities between the functions identified by Clary et al. (1998), but Buyere and 
Rappe (2007) found a dominant function perhaps specific to volunteers in conservation: 
‘Help the environment.’ Their results corroborated with prior research by Ryan et al. who 
used VFI to predict volunteer commitment in environmental stewardship programs (2001). 
They also found ‘helping the environment’ to be the strongest motivator, followed by 
‘learning’ (Ryan et al. 2001). Jacobson, Carlton, and Monroe (2012) directly applied Bruyere 
and Rappe’s (2007) VFI adapted for conservation volunteer motivations. Of 569 Florida Fish 
and Wildlife Conservation Commission volunteers, the strongest motivator was also ‘Helping 
the environment’ followed by ‘Learning’ (Jacobson et al., 2012). 
 
Other research has found similar primary conservation volunteer motivators both using 
quantitative VFI (Jacobson et al., 2012), qualitative (Pagès et al., 2018), and mixed (Asah & 
Blahna, 2012, 2013) methodologies. Studies aimed at elucidating self-reported benefits and 
satisfactions received from volunteering in conservation have yielded similar results (Grese, 
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Kaplan, Ryan, & Buxton, 2000). While some benefits and satisfactions of volunteering may 
not be motivations in themselves, as some could result as an unknown product of the act of 
volunteering, these stated benefits and satisfactions align with stated motivations in other 
studies of conservation volunteers. Self-reported benefits and satisfactions also give a sense 
of what matters most to volunteers and because of this and the clear overlap with results of 
VFI research, they are relevant when thinking about volunteers’ motivations. 
 
Ryan et al. (2001) also emphasises the importance of awareness of changing motivations for 
long-term volunteers. Initial motivations to volunteer may differ from what sustains 
volunteering and the researchers encourage considering the effects of different life stages 
(Ryan et al., 2001). Surveys tend to only give a temporal snapshot of a volunteer’s current 
motivations for volunteering. 
 
Other literature reports motivations based on perceived meaningful, effective work with 
tangible results. Schroeder (2000) analysed the text of nine American conservation 
organisation’s newsletters for common themes. He identified nine main themes each with two 
or more subthemes. From these, he concluded that there are three main interacting factors of 
motivation among volunteers in nature: 
 
- “[S]ense of urgency and immediacy they feel about the fragility of nature and the 
impending loss of native sites and species” (Schroeder, 2000). 
- “[B]elief they can make an important and real difference in preventing this loss” 
(Schroeder, 2000). That they can get involved and change the course of events to 
come. 
- “[A]bility to see tangible progress from their efforts in a fairly short time span” which 
“[reinforces] that their actions really are making a difference” (Schroeder, 2000). 
 
Similarly, Miles, Sullivan, and Kuo (1998) identified six satisfaction factors among prairie 
restoration volunteers in the greater Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., area. Satisfaction factors are 
akin to benefits in that they, too, are important to consider when studying volunteer 
motivations, especially in the long term. Miles et al. (1998) found the following factors: 
‘Meaningful action,’ ‘Fascination with nature,’ ‘Participation,’ ‘Chance to be away,’ 
‘Physical,’ and ‘Personal growth.’ Many of these echo the factors mentioned above in other 
studies. 
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They found that the more involved volunteers were, the greater their self-reported satisfaction 
with volunteering. Moreover, these dedicated individuals reported higher overall life 
satisfaction and life functioning (Miles et al. 1998). 
 
Martinez and McMullin (2004) echoed the findings of Schroeder (2000) and Miles et al. 
(1998). They found that the most prominent motivational factor for active participants 
volunteering on the Appalachian Trail (U.S.A.) to be ‘efficacy,’ which the authors deem as 
“the ability of the individual to help in protecting the Appalachian Trail and to contribute to 
management of natural resources” (Martinez & McMullin, 2004). Participants wanted their 
volunteering to be meaningful work. 
 
Bringing all of the above lists of motivational factors together, I have come to the following 
compilation that I will refer to in the data collection of this research: 
 
- Help the Environment 
- Learning 
- User 
- Values and esteem 
- Project organisation 
- Social 
- Career 












2.4.2 Motivation for conservation volunteers in New Zealand 
 
Locally, both the DOC-commissioned Survey of New Zealanders (Ipsos, 2016) and The 
Public Perceptions of New Zealand’s Environment survey (Hughey et al., 2016) asked 
conservation participants to choose their most important reasons, or motivations, to engage in 
hands-on conservation. Of the 12% of respondents of the Survey of New Zealanders 
(approximately 495 people) who actively helped in conservation projects, most chose 
‘protecting and enhancing the environment’ (80%) and ‘looking after my local area’ (72%) as 
key motivators (Ipsos, 2016). The report was intended to develop marketing messages, 
finding that DOC “should focus on the ‘environmental protection’ and ‘local’ aspects while 
also placing an emphasis on the personal benefits” of conservation to motivate people to help 
on conservation projects (Ipsos, 2016). 
 
The results of The Public Perceptions of New Zealand’s Environment survey largely agreed 
with the findings of the DOC-commissioned survey. The 13.1% of Public Perceptions of 
New Zealand’s Environment survey respondents that had ‘been an active member of a club or 
group that restores and/or replants natural environments’ in the past year chose ‘protect and 
enhance’ (76%) and ‘care for local area’ (65%) as prime reasons for involvement (Hughey et 
al., 2016).  
 
In another New Zealand study, Cowie (2010) found 105 ecological restoration volunteers 
located in the Wellington region to be motivated by what she identified as 15 environmental 
and social subcategories. Her research used qualitative methods including semi-structured 
interviews, participant observation, and open-ended questions in a questionnaire. Her 
findings complement the more quantitative results of the DOC Ipsos survey and Hughey et al. 
(2016). Textual analysis of the open-ended question, ‘[w]hat reasons motivated you to 
become involved with the group?’ resulted in ‘caring for/interest in the environment’ and ‘it’s 
close to home’ as the most frequently cited motivators. Of the 15 subcategories, a majority 
(11) were classified as social and only 4 as environmental (Cowie, 2010). 
 
Overall, motivational factors of conservation volunteers are similar to volunteers in general 
with the addition of ‘Help the environment’. While there have been nationwide surveys 
touching on conservation volunteer motivations (Hughey et al., 2016; Ipsos, 2016), and a 
small survey of ecological volunteers asking about motivations (Cowie, 2010), these studies 
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have disadvantages. All three have a sample size of less than 500 participants, and the study 
focused on volunteers was geographically isolated as well as being the smallest. Additionally, 
all three were conducted prior to the announcement of Predator Free 2050 goals on 25 July 
2016. Though not studied broadly throughout the country, conservation volunteers in New 
Zealand seem to be motivated by the same factors as conservation volunteers elsewhere in 
the world. However, given New Zealand’s unique conservation situation and in light of the 
advent of Predator Free 2050 goals, it would be prudent to capture the state of volunteers’ 








This research aims to determine what motivates conservation volunteers in New Zealand, 
gauge their attitudes toward certain aspects of modern-day conservation, and summarise their 
demographic information. This chapter will describe the methods used in this research and 
the justification for the chosen methods. 
 
The primary method of data collection was a confidential online questionnaire. It was 
determined to be the most viable option to gather data from participants across New Zealand. 
Online questionnaires, compared with paper surveys, have been shown to be more cost-
effective, time-saving, and offer a comparable response rate (Kaplowitz, Hadlock, & Levine, 
2004). The questionnaire, in the form of a survey, was created and administered through the 
research software, Qualtrics. The University of Otago holds a license for Qualtrics and 
recommends it as the primary web-based survey tool for students and faculty. 
 
The target participants for this survey were conservation volunteers in New Zealand over the 
age of 18. For the purposes of this research, volunteers were not compensated for their time 
and labour. Respondents must have volunteered in New Zealand and their work must have 
been associated in some way with New Zealand flora, fauna, or ecosystems. While not 
excluded, conservation activities in the marine or freshwater environment were not expressly 
considered in this research. Volunteers in New Zealand zoos who dealt with exotic species, 
for example, were excluded from the sample. In addition, responses to the survey that 
indicated volunteers worked solely on conservation projects on their own land were not 
considered to be volunteer labour because their efforts were primarily enhancing their own 
property and therefore not considered volunteering.  
 
Recruitment for the online survey was carried out using both targeted and snowball 
approaches of convenience sampling. Participants were recruited primarily by emailing listed 
contacts for community conservation organisations, national conservation organisations like 
Forest & Bird, and government conservation volunteer opportunities through the Department 
of Conservation. An exhaustive list of 758 conservation contacts was collected from online 
conservation volunteer directories, including Nature Space (naturespace.org), Weedbusters 
(weedbusters.co.nz), Kiwis for Kiwi (kiwisforkiwi.org), Coastal Restoration Trust 
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(coastalrestorationtrust.org.nz), and so on. This list includes all New Zealand community 
conservation groups found in online volunteer directories that supplied an email address. 
Regional office contacts were emailed using staff directories for Forest & Bird 
(forest&bird.co.nz/volunteer) and the Department of Conservation (doc.govt.nz/volunteer). 
 
Recipients of the email were encouraged to share the survey link broadly, and some posted 
the link on the social media website, Facebook. 
 
The survey was launched during National Volunteers Week and was active from 18 June, 
2018, to 1 August, 2018. Initial recruitment emails were sent on 18 June, 2018, and reminder 
emails sent a month later on 18 July, 2018. Responses collected were exported from Qualtrics 
to a Microsoft Excel file for analysis. A total of 1038 complete responses were submitted, of 
which 986 met the inclusion criteria. These 986 confidential responses were pooled and 
became the data set analysed in the results. 
 
Most of the questions in the survey are either taken directly from existing surveys or 
indirectly from the same. The two main overlapping surveys that consider New Zealand 
conservation volunteers are the Department of Conservation’s annual Survey of New 
Zealanders contracted to market research firm Ipsos and the biennial The Public Perceptions 
of New Zealand’s Environment survey conducted by Lincoln University professors Kenneth 
Hughey, Geoffrey Kerr, and Ross Cullen. The most recent iterations of both surveys were 
from 2016. Both surveys are based on large samples across the country and do not focus on 
conservation volunteers. They do, however, elicit responses from volunteers in conservation 
that allow them to be comparisons to this research. Whenever possible, questions were used 
verbatim to enable robust comparison.  
 
When appropriate, two-tailed t-tests were employed as a statistical test of the differences in 
means of two populations of respondents. T-tests were used to analyse responses to questions 
2, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21, 28, and 37 using IBM’s SPSS Statistics software. In cases 
where questions categorical data, a numerical value was assigned to each category to allow 
for statistical testing. 
 
Questions 12, 13, 14, and 26 found in this survey were taken directly from The Public 
Perceptions of New Zealand’s Environment survey, corresponding to numbers 49, 1.3, 3.11, 
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and 55 in the original. Aspects of questions 18, 19, 21, and 22 relating to mammalian 
predators were adapted from 13, 24, 26, 28, 30, and 32 in Public Perceptions of New 
Zealand’s Environment. 
 
In this survey, questions 12 and 26 were also taken verbatim from DOC’s Survey of New 
Zealanders, corresponding to 6a and 30 in the original survey. These two questions were 
used in both the DOC and Lincoln University surveys and will allow for comparisons in 
results. 
 
Question number 10 and 11 of this survey asked about the motivations of conservation 
volunteers and were adapted directly from Bruyere & Rappe (2007), who kindly supplied a 
copy of their survey. Their validated approach of applying the more general Volunteer 
Functions Inventory (VFI) to volunteers in the outdoors resulted in a scale of seven 
motivations (or factors). Slight alterations to Bruyere and Rappe’s framework were made 
based on suggestions and literature. 
 
Bruyere and Rappe’s scale consists of 30 Likert scale items representing seven factors (Help 
the environment, Career, User, Learning, Social, Project organisation, and Values and 
esteem). These seven factors were maintained, apart from the statement ‘Observe Nature’ 
being omitted as it did not convincingly fit into the ‘Learning’ factor. For this survey, an 
additional two factors were added: ‘Get outside’ and ‘Community.’ ‘Get outside’ was 
reported in 18% of open responses to Bruyere and Rappe’s original survey and they 
suggested it as an additional factor. The following statements were added to align with the 
‘Get outside’ factor: ‘To be out in the fresh air,’ ‘To work in the outdoors,’ and ‘To get 
outside.’ ‘Community’ as a motivational factor in environment-based volunteering has been 
found both domestically and abroad. The following statements were added to reflect the 
‘Community’ factor: ‘Give back to my community’ and ‘Connect with my community.’ 
 
As a measure of internal consistency among the items of each motivational function in the 
Volunteer Functions Inventory, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated using IBM’s SPSS Statistics 
software. This was done to better align with the methods used by Bruyere & Rappe (2007). 
 
Questions 19 and 22 of the survey used in this research were adapted from question 4 of Lucy 
Dickie’s Master of Science Communication thesis (Dickie, 2018) which, in turn, were taken 
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from Russell’s (2014) question 6. Additional questions in this survey previously used by 
Dickie were 15, 16, 25, and 28 in this study. These correspond to 10, 11, 16, and 13 in the 
original study. 
 
The survey consisted of 38 questions, with Question 11 containing 34 separate items, and 
was divided into four sections: volunteer details, motivations, attitudes toward conservation, 
and demographics. An incentive to complete the survey was the option to enter a draw for 
one of two $100 VISA Prezzy cards. A copy of the survey can be found in Appendix A. The 
University of Otago Human Ethics Committee approved the Category B research and survey. 
Their letter of approval is in Appendix B. 
 
3.1 Qualitative analysis 
 
There were five questions with open responses. Apart from two that asked for clarifications if 
the respondent selected ‘Other’ (Questions 20 and 23), there were three open response 
questions. Each of these was analysed qualitatively using grounded theory. The first open 
response question was Q10 which asked, “What do you feel is the most important reason you 
volunteer in conservation?” A total of 977 participants responded to this question that aimed 
to elicit the main motivation for volunteering in conservation. A second open response 
question was asked of participants who did not participate in mammalian predator control. 
Q24 asked ‘What are your main reasons for not engaging in predator control?’ Only 109 of 
respondents were asked this question and of them, 87 provided a response. The final open 
response question came at the end of the survey and asked to ‘Please take this opportunity to 
add anything further that you want to say in the space below.’ A total of 303 participants 
provided additional comments. 
 
For the open response questions of the survey, grounded theory was used to analyse the 
written responses. Common themes were identified and then assigned to corresponding 
responses that depicted that theme. In the case of an open response representing more than 






The following are the results of the nationwide survey of New Zealand conservation 
volunteers. The first section covers their demographics and details about their volunteering, 
the second section looks at their motivations, and the third section reports on their attitudes 
towards modern-day conservation practices. The final fourth section discusses further results 
that do not fit neatly into any of the previous sections.  
 
 




I received responses from volunteers from age 18 through to age 88. The average age of the 
949 participants who offered their age was 58 years old. The median age was 60 years old, 
much older than the national median age of 38 years (Statistics New Zealand, 2013). 
Generally, there was a steady increase in frequency of volunteers as age increased, peaking at 










979 respondents reported their gender, with 54% identifying as ‘Female’ and 45% as ‘Male.’ 









The largest subset of survey respondents came from Wellington/Wairarapa (20.9%), followed 
by Auckland (14.9%), Waikato/Coromandel (12.3%), Otago (11.1%), and Bay of Plenty 
(10.1%, n=960; Figure 7). The proportion of regional responses reflect the distribution of 
conservation organisations found online, with Waikato, Auckland, and Wellington having 




Figure 7. Percentage of respondents by region lived (n=960). 
 
42% of respondents live in ‘A rural area/settlement/village,’ followed closely by ‘A main 
city’ at 40%, and then by ‘A provincial town’ with 18% (n=976; Figure 8). This contrasts 
with the high urbanisation of New Zealand overall, where 86% of residents live in urban 
areas and the remaining 14% live rurally (Statistics New Zealand, 2006).  
 
 




A total of 974 respondents answered the question ‘What is your ethnicity?’ An overwhelming 
majority were ‘Pakeha/NZ European’ (89.2%). The next largest group was ‘Other’ at 6.3% 
followed by a tie between ‘Māori’ and ‘Prefer not to say’ at 1.9% (Figure 9). 18 people who 
chose ‘Other’ wrote-in ‘New Zealander’ or ‘Kiwi’ as their ethnicity. These responses give a 
sense of nationality but not ethnicity.  
 
 
Figure 9. Ethnicity of respondents (n=974). 
 
 
The most recent New Zealand census data available places ‘European’ ethnicity representing 
74% of the population, with Māori at 14.9%, Asian at 11.8%, Pacific at 7.4%, Middle East, 
Latin American, and African a combined 1.2%, and Other at 1.7% (Statistics New Zealand, 
2013). Based on these survey results, Pakeha/NZ Europeans are overrepresented in 





4.1.5 Originally from 
 
72.2% of respondents were originally from New Zealand (n=975). Eight individuals selected 
‘Prefer not to say,’ with the remaining 27% were originally from overseas. Over half of these 
participants were originally from the United Kingdom (15.4%) followed by the United States 
of America (2.5%), Australia (1.6%), South Africa (1.4%), and Germany (1.0%; Figure 10). 
 
 
Figure 10. Countries where respondents are originally from (n=975). 
 
These figures align well with statistics taken from the latest available New Zealand Census 
data which have 25.2% of all New Zealand residents being born overseas with a majority 




While the largest single group of respondents are retired (38.5%, n=974), more than half of 
all respondents are working in some capacity: ‘Paid employment, working 30 or more hours 
per week’ at 28.2%, ‘Paid employment, working less than 30 hours per week’ with 16.5%, 




Figure 11. Proportions of employment status of respondents (n=974). 
 
For comparison, national figures show 48% of New Zealanders work full time, 14.3% work 
part time, and 32.9% are not in the labour force and either retired, stay-at-home caretakers, 





A majority of respondents hold University-level qualifications. The largest group of 
respondents had completed Postgraduate education with 31.6% (n=977) followed closely by 
a Bachelor’s degree at 30.0%. Non-university qualifications ranked third with 26.0% of 




Figure 12. Education level of respondents (n=977). 
 
This is an incredibly high proportion of respondents holding higher education qualifications 
considering only 20% of all New Zealanders hold a bachelor’s degree or higher (Statistics 
New Zealand, 2013). Nationally, postgraduate education amount to only 6.4% of the 






Of the 937 respondents who answered the question about personal income, overall, the 
largest single proportion (16.3%) chose ‘Prefer not to answer.’ No clear income trend 
emerges from all respondents, but when looking at the respondents who worked 30 or more 
hours per week, a clear trend of higher income emerges (Figure 13). The median income 
range for all respondents to this survey was $40,000 - $50,000, and the median income range 
for respondents who worked 30+ hours a week was $70,000 - $100,000. This is in stark 





Figure 13. Income range of all respondents (n=937) and just those working 30 or more hours a week (n=271). 
 
 
4.1.9 Volunteering details 
 
Respondents had volunteered in conservation for as little as 1 month to as many as 60 years. 
The median time volunteering in conservation was 6 years (n=980).  
 
951 respondents volunteer from 0.5 to 200 hours every month. The median amount of time 
spent volunteering during a typical month was 10 hours. 
 
Most conservation volunteering is done locally, with a median distance travelled to 
participate being just 10 kilometres (n=923). One respondent reported traveling as many as 
600 kilometres return to volunteer for conservation, but this was far from typical. 
 
Many respondents first found out about their conservation volunteering through social 
interaction rather than recruitment by means of advertising. Many of the 982 respondents 
learned about the opportunity through personal contacts (42.2%), were asked to join the 
group by a member (22.4%), or, notably, were a founding member of the group to begin with 
(21.0%; Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. How respondents first found out about their conservation volunteering opportunity (n=982). Colour 





Respondents showed that the tasks completed by conservation volunteers are varied, with 
74.5% identifying two or more primary duties (n=983). The most cited primary task was 
‘Invasive mammal monitoring/control’ (59.5%), followed by ‘Planting’ (49.6%), ‘Invasive 
plant removal/control’ (46.0%), and ‘Administrative or committee work’ (41.8%; Figure 15). 
Multiple primary duties and the top three ranked tasks suggest that conservation volunteering 
in New Zealand is ultimately geared toward whole ecosystem restoration and management as 




Figure 15. Primary duties performed by respondents during conservation volunteering (n=983). 
 
4.1.10 Typical volunteer in New Zealand conservation 
 
Drawing from all of the demographic information compiled, a typical volunteer in 
conservation in New Zealand is Pakeha/NZ European, retired, highly educated, and slightly 
wealthier than most. They would likely have been volunteering locally for several years and 
do a variety of tasks. This assumes that the sample of conservation volunteers surveyed is a 
fair representation of all the conservation volunteers nationally.   
 
 
4.1.11 Time is the limiting factor to increased volunteering 
 
Volunteers who are working full time, those working part time, and those who are retired 
were compared to see whether time allowance (not working full time vs working full time) or 
topic (conservation only or volunteering in other fields too) had the most effect on decision to 
volunteer. I found that retired participants are more likely to engage in volunteer 
opportunities beyond conservation. Likewise, a larger proportion of those working less than 
30 hours per week engaged in volunteering activities outside of conservation. The group of 
volunteers working 30+ hours were found to be significantly less likely to volunteer 
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elsewhere than those working <30 hours (p=0.0011, two-tailed t-test), retired (p=0.0123, two-
tailed t-test), and the combination of those working <30 hours and retired (p=0.0015, two-
tailed t-test). The groups working <30 hours and retired were not found to be significantly 
different from one another (p=0.1879, two-tailed t-test; Figure 16). Lack of time therefore 
restricts the respondents who worked 30+ hours a week from volunteering for other causes. 
This suggests that volunteering in and of itself is a driving factor, and possibly more than the 




Figure 16. Proportions of respondents who volunteer (Yes) or do not volunteer (No) for causes other than 





Means of the Likert scale responses of the adapted Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI) 
allowed me to rank the motivational factors. After averaging the Likert scale answers ranging 
from 1 (strongly unimportant) to 7 (strongly important) of each item, the items were grouped 
into their predetermined motivational factor and the average of the means was calculated. 
‘Help the environment’ was the strongest motivation with a mean score of 6.43, while 
‘Career’ was the weakest with a mean score of 2.51. The remaining motivational factors 
ranged in scores from 4.42 to 5.73. Means for each factor and items within each factor, as 
well as internal reliability scores can be found in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Motivation factors and items’ mean scores (1 = strongly unimportant to 7 = strongly important) and 
reliability test for each factor. 





Help the environment 
Concern for the environment 
Help restore natural areas 
Help preserve natural areas for future generations 
See improvements to the environment 
Do something for a cause that is important to me 
Protect natural areas from disappearing 



















To be out in the fresh air 
To work in the outdoors 











Give back to my community 









Learn about environment 
Learn about specific plants 










Values & Esteem 
Feel better about myself 
Feel needed 
To live closely to my values 













Enhance the activities I enjoy doing 
Enrich my future recreational experiences 











Work with friends 
Meet new people 
Have fun 













Work with a good leader 
Be part of a well organised project 











Make contacts that may help career 
Get a foot in the door at a place I would like to work 
Help me succeed in chosen profession 
Explore possible career options 

















Question 10 of the survey was open-response that asked ‘(w)hat do you feel is the most 
important reason you volunteer in conservation?” There was a total of 977 responses to the 
question and the answers were analysed using grounded theory. This systematic methodology 
is exploratory in nature and relies on coding common themes that emerge from open 
responses. This resulted in 13 main themes, listed from highest to lowest frequency (below 
and Figure 17). The five dominant themes will be examined in more depth. 
 
 
1. Help the Environment 
2. Responsibility 
2.1 Global Conscience 
2.2 Right Past Wrongs 
2.3 Inadequate Support 
2.4 Stewardship/Kaitiakitanga 
3. Legacy 
3.1 Future Generations 
3.2 Fruits of Labour 




5.3 Novel Experience 
6. Affinity for Nature 
7. Share with Others/Be Role Model 









Figure 17. Motivations of respondents based on open-responses (n=977). 
 
 
1. Help the Environment 
This theme was straightforward and dominant among all the responses. It encompassed 
sentiments of saving, protecting, preserving, enhancing, conserving, restoring, and improving 
the plants, animals, physical environment, and at times also the aesthetic of a certain New 
Zealand locale. 
 
“To help save native birds from predation” 
 
“To contribute to the conservation of species that need our protection.” 
 






Respondents often wrote of a sense of personal responsibility to volunteer in conservation. 
This theme captures that sentiment of responsibility and provides further detail and 
clarification with the following sub-themes: 
 
2.1 Global Conscience 
Respondents mentioned a desire to better the world as a whole or to do their part to combat 
global issues such as climate change. Also, this sub-theme captures a recurring big-picture 
perspective of respondents. Those that link their personal actions with that of the larger 
ecosystem were considered to be motivated by a sense of responsibility based on a global 
conscience. 
 
“To help the world be a better place.” 
 
“Because I think it is important aspect of helping the world mitigate against human 
 effects on climate change and for the welbeing of our local community.” 
 
“Because we have to save the world because we over exploit the natural world and 
 over run the world's systems” 
 
2.2 Right Past Wrongs 
This sub-theme of responsibility has perhaps come about from the unique conservation 
context in New Zealand. Some respondents cited they felt responsibility to make up for the 
mistakes of those that came before them, especially in regards to invasive pest animals and 
plants. 
 
“to repair devastation caused through colonization” 
 
“Care of creation. We must leave a great world to our grandchildren. We inherited 
 one slightly damaged and have worsened the condition. We must start putting it 
 right.” 
 
“Compensating for some of the damage done by humans to the natural world” 
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2.3 Inadequate Support 
Some respondents seem to be motivated to volunteer in conservation as a reaction to what 
they see as a failing of government or society. They highlighted inadequate support from 
government agencies such as the Department of Conservation, or past governments not 
allocating enough funds to conservation. In this way respondents seemed to be using their 
personal actions as a way of expressing their politics. Societal failings were generally linked 
to a feeling of personal responsibility to do more for the environment to offset the inaction of 
others in society. Finally, a small subset of respondents offered an unspecific lack of funding 
for conservation as their most important reason to be a conservation volunteer. 
 
“DOC is underfunded and needs volunteers to carry out its responsibilities” 
 
“DoC is underfunded for the work that NZ'ers expect of them. We're helping to fill the 
 gap.” 
 
“No one else will do it” 
 
“Because it isn't funded enough to do the work that needs to be done.” 
 
2.4 Stewardship/Kaitiaki 
These respondents felt a responsibility to volunteer in conservation because they saw it as 
theirs’ to look after. Generally, they reflected a protective relationship to the environment of 
a place.  
 
“To protect and improve the environment I live in. It is my back yard that I'm looking 
 after. Ownership.” 
 
“…taking a stewardship role is a natural extension of what gives my life more 
 meaning andis life sstaining.” 
 
Four respondents also directly referred to the Māori concept of kaitiakitanga, loosely 
translated to guardianship or stewardship, and in this context of conservation volunteering 
seemed to fit closely with environmental stewardship. 
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“Kei te kaitiaki ahau” 
 
“…(v)olunteering is necessary to help stem the tide of mass extinction so tangata 
 whenua can again practice kaitiakitanga.” 
 
“Kaitiakitanga - guardianship of our whenua.” 
 
3. Legacy 
Concern of the state respondents leave the natural environment of New Zealand to future 
generations and seeing the firsthand results of their actions. 
 
3.1 Future Generations 
These respondents volunteer for the benefit of future generations and want to leave them with 
a natural world as good, if not better, than what they experienced. While some refer generally 
to future generations, others specifically mention their children or grandchildren as the future 
beneficiaries of their volunteering. 
 
“Legacy for future generations” 
 
“Because I love New Zealand's natural environment and want to preserve it for future 
 generations” 
 
“Keep NZ as it should be for my grandchildren” 
 
“I would like my grandchildren and my great-grandchildren to see the wonderful 
things in this world that I have seen.” 
 
“When I have children, I would like them to be able to enjoy the natural environment 
and be able to say I helped conserve special places that may otherwise have been 
decimated.” 
 
3.2 Fruits of Labour 
These respondents want to leave a legacy of positive impact on the natural world and are 
motivated by the progress they or their group have made in the time they have volunteered. 
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“I can see the results year by year” 
 
“Already in the 13 years I have been involved I have seen an increase in the native 
 bird fauna, especially tui, Bell bird and Kereru.” 
 
4. Live by Values/Express Identity 
Some respondents’ most important reason to volunteer in conservation is that they desire to 
“walk the talk,” do something they feel is worthwhile, or call it a “way of life” for them. 
Some build part of their personal identity around being a volunteer. 
 
“Helping to make a difference about something I feel is important…” 
 
“Because I believe in the cause and have been a member of Forest & Bird for a long 
 time.” 
 
“My Family spent our lives volunteering any good cause that needed a hand.” 
 
“Iti s a way of life” 
 
5. Personal 
Although volunteering is often seen as a selfless, altruistic activity, it in fact satisfies some 
personal, egotistical needs and respondents falling into this theme derive motivation from the 
benefits they receive. 
 
5.1 Fulfillment/Satisfaction 
These respondents mention getting enjoyment or a feeling of contentment from volunteering 
in conservation.  
 
“Satisfaction gained from helping in a small way” 
 
“Because looking after our environment and endemic flora and fauna provides me 




These respondents found motivation in the health and fitness benefits of volunteering in 
conservation. 
 
“… As an ex active tramper baby boomer it is a good way to maintain reasonable 
fitness…” 
 
5.3 Novel Experience 
A few respondents cited being able to participate in unique experiences in special parts of the 
country as main motivators to volunteering.  
 
“… My role is very small but it is something, I have been given a opportunity to go 
kiwi tracking and saw one in the wild an amazing experience.” 
 
The remaining six motivational themes were referred to in less than 10% of responses and are 
listed in order with a brief description in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Ranked motivations that garnered less than 10% of respondents to an open-response question. 
Included is a brief description of the motivation. 
6. Affinity for Nature Love of nature 
7. Share with Others/Be Role Model Share knowledge, skills, expertise, or values with 
others. Desire to lead by example and be a 
conservation role model 
8. Help Community/Society In some way helping local community or people 
9. Socialise Interact with other people 
10. User Desire to improve areas that the volunteer uses for 
recreation 
11. Learn Desire to learn more about the natural world 
12. Project Organisation Opportunity to volunteer with a program that has 
conservation prestige or leaders with valuable 
expertise 
13. Career  Hoping that the experience will lead to or assist in 
securing employment in the future 
 
Notably, spanning the open responses were direct references to invasive species. A total of 60 
respondents, or 6%, directly mentioned invasive species when writing of their most important 
reason they volunteer. Many of these references came within a ‘Help the environment’ 
motivation.  
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4.2.1 New Volunteers are younger and more motivated by career prospects 
 
Ryan et al. (2001) defined long-term volunteers as being volunteers who have been involved 
for a year or more. It has been suggested that long-term volunteers may be motivated by 
different things than those who have just begun volunteering (e.g. role identity as a 
volunteer). I compared the motivations of volunteers who had volunteered for under a year 




Figure 18. Radar plot comparing the mean scores for each of the nine motivational factors for new volunteers 
(<1 year, n=82) and long-term volunteers (≥1 year, n=904). 
 
While relatively new volunteers are motivated significantly more by Career prospects than 
long-term volunteers, it remains the lowest scored of the nine motivational factors (mean 
score of 3.54). Notably, all other motivational factors were not significantly different from 
what Ryan et al. (2001) would define as long-term volunteers. 
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Additionally, the top three open responses to ‘(w)hat do you feel is the most important reason 
you volunteer?’ remained the same between new volunteers and long-term volunteers. Less 
common motivations were shuffled slightly, with ‘Career’ moving the most from 13th for 
long-term volunteers up to tied for 8th most important motivation to volunteer in conservation 
for short-term volunteers.  
 
New volunteers were also significantly younger than long-term volunteers. The long-term 
volunteers averaged close to 59 years old whereas the new volunteers averaged just over 44 
years (p<0.00001, two-tailed t-test). 
 
 
4.3 Attitudes towards conservation in New Zealand 
 
When asked how important conservation was to them, personally, a vast majority (96%) of 
conservation volunteers surveyed selected either ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important.’ 
This proportion is more than the combined top two positive categories in both the DOC 
(85%) and Lincoln University (73%) surveys (Ipsos, 2016; Hughey et al. 2016).  
 
Comparing the results to The Public Perceptions of New Zealanders survey (Hughey et al., 
2016), New Zealand conservation volunteers are more pessimistic about the state of the 
country’s environment than the general population. Participants ranked the overall state of 
New Zealand’s environment significantly worse (p<0.0001, two-tailed t-test; Figure 19). 
Similarly, they perceived the condition of New Zealand’s environment compared to other 




Figure 19. Comparing the responses of conservation volunteers and New Zealanders (Hughey et al., 2016) 
regarding the overall state of New Zealand’s environment. 
 
Figure 20. Comparing the responses of conservation volunteers and New Zealanders (Hughey et al., 2016) 
regarding how New Zealand’s environment compares to that of other developed countries. 
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4.3.1 Predator Free 2050 
 
Nearly every respondent had heard of Predator Free 2050 (97.2%, n=984) and 92.2% either 
‘Somewhat agree’ or ‘Strongly agree’ with the goals associated with the policy. When asked 
how strongly they agreed or disagreed with the statement, ‘I am confident that the PF2050 
goals will be met,’ 54.3% of respondents either somewhat or strongly agreed (Figure 21). 
There is an extremely statistically significant difference between the two (p<0.0001, two-
tailed t-test). It is notable that a majority of volunteers agreed with Predator Free 2050 goals 
but their confidence in reaching those goals was not as strong. These volunteers are people 




Figure 21. Comparing the level of agreement of respondents to whether they agree with Predator Free 2050 
and whether they are confident in reaching the Predator Free 2050 goals. 
 
4.3.2 Pest Control 
 
A large proportion of volunteers who responded to this survey engage in mammalian predator 
control. 88.9% engage in mammalian predator control in some capacity while only 11.1% did 
not (n=986). 60.4% controlled mammalian pests both through their conservation volunteering 
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and at home or elsewhere. 17.1% controlled mammal pests only during volunteering and 
11.4% only at home or elsewhere besides volunteering. 
 
Preferred methods of control were similar to the results of the DOC Survey of New 
Zealanders (Ipsos, 2016). ‘Have no concerns at all about this method’ and ‘I’m reasonably 
comfortable with this method as long as appropriate controls are in place’ were combined to 
give a net positive code like the DOC representation (Figure 22). Respondents to this survey 
viewed ‘Trapping’ most favourably (98%) as a method of control, followed by ‘Hunting’ 
(95%), ‘Poison bait laid by hand’ (91%), ‘Herbicide sprayed from ground’ (78%), Poison bait 
spread by aircraft (75%), and ‘Herbicide sprayed from aircraft’ (45%; Figure 23). These are 




Figure 22. Department of Conservation visual from their ‘Survey of New Zealanders’ depicting responses to the 
same questions gauging level of concern about existing methods of pest control. These data are considered to be 
a representative sample of the New Zealand population (Ipsos 2016). 
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Figure 23. Level of concern among respondents about existing methods of pest control in New Zealand. 
 
 
When asked a similar question about potential future methods of pest control, respondents 
were generally positive about their use. The question used the same scale of concern as the 
question above about existing methods of control, but also included an option for ‘Haven’t 
heard about this method.’ Respondents viewed ‘Species specific toxin’ most favourably 
(76.5%) followed by ‘Trojan female’ (60.1%) and ‘Gene drive’ (59.7%). Almost a quarter of 
respondents had not heard of ‘Trojan female’ whereas 17.6% hadn’t heard of ‘Gene Drive’ 




Figure 24. Level of concern among respondents about potential future methods of pest control in New Zealand. 
 
There were 109 respondents (11.1%) who did not control mammalian pests at all. Of these 
volunteers, 38.5% were either ‘Very unlikely’ or ‘Unlikely’ to engage in mammalian 
predator control in the future compared to 37.5% who were ‘Likely’ or ‘Very likely.’ 19.2% 
of respondents chose ‘Neutral’ and 4.8% ‘Don’t know’ (Figure 25). 
 
 
Figure 25. Likelihood of conservation volunteers to take up predator control in the future (n=104). 
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Of those 109 respondents who did not control mammal pest species, 87 gave responses to the 
question, ‘[w]hat are your main reasons for not engaging in predator control?’ Not having 
enough time or having other conservation commitments was the most common response 
(25.3%), followed by a concern for pest welfare or a general dislike of dead animals (21.8%), 
not having a local opportunity to control pests (17.2%), and not thinking there was a pest 
problem where they lived (13.8%). 
 
Overall, respondents generally have a high level of concern about the welfare of pest animals 
being controlled. Of 975 respondents, over half (51.7%) were either ‘Concerned’ or 
‘Extremely concerned’ about a pest species’ welfare, while 22.9% were ‘Unconcerned’ or 
‘Extremely unconcerned’ and the remaining 23.6% being ‘Neutral’ (Figure 26). 
 
 
Figure 26. Welfare concern about pest species among respondents (n=975). 
 
4.3.3 Differences in welfare concern 
 
I compared the pest animal welfare concern of volunteers that were engaged in pest control 
and volunteers who were not engaged in predator control, hypothesising that welfare 
concerns may play some role in the decision not to take part in predator control. Conservation 
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volunteers who were not involved in pest control (n=109) did not show a significant 
difference in concern for the pest species’ welfare (p=0.2796, two-tailed t-test) than 
volunteers involved in pest control (n=866; Figure 27). 
 
Figure 27. Comparing the level of concern for the welfare of pest species between conservation volunteers who 
actively control pest species and those who do not. 
 
4.4 Other results 
 
A total of 571 conservation groups were represented by participants in this survey. 
 
A surprising finding was the willingness of survey participants to agree to further research. 
Initially, this study was going to conduct short follow-up interviews to supplement the 
findings from the survey. 697 respondents indicated that they would like to be contacted for a 
short follow-up interview, which is over 71% of respondents. 
 
Other indications of the willingness of the survey respondents to give their time to this 
research were the proportion of those who offered additional comments at the end of the 
survey. A total of 303 gave additional, unprompted information (30.7%, n=986). Among 
these responses, the most common response was about the survey itself and its results 
(25.1%), followed by respondents offering more personal volunteering details (19.8%), and 
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taking the opportunity to state their own broad environmental values or thoughts on 
volunteering (16.1%). The fourth most common theme was Predator Free 2050 (12.5%), with 
all but two of thirty-eight responses thinking it was a worthwhile goal. A majority, however, 
felt Predator Free 2050 was unrealistic either because of the timeline, lack of funding, or lack 
of a strategy:  
 
“I like to take a holistic approach to conservation. Predator Free 2050 needs a 
strategy. A good one. A lot of money is wasted because there isn’t a strategy.” 
 
Alternatively, it seems as least in some cases, Predator Free 2050 just needs clarification to 
garner support among conservation volunteers: 
 
“We had a Predator Free 2050 rep come and talk to our community recently and we 
were all extremely inspired by this initiative. Many of us were sceptical of the 
possibility of success of this idea but now we can see that it is indeed possible! Very 









This chapter discusses the results of the survey in greater detail and with respect to the 
broader context of conservation in New Zealand. The first section is a brief overview of the 
findings, looking at the demographics, attitudes, and motivations reported by New Zealand 
conservation volunteers. The second section explores findings that were unexpected at the 
outset of this exploratory research but worth noting here. The third section notes some of the 
limitations of this research as well as offering recommendations and possible future research. 







The demographic information collected by the survey of New Zealand conservation 
volunteers largely matched what was expected based on the existing literature about 
volunteering. Most volunteers tended to be older, retired, Pakeha/N.Z. European, and highly 
educated. Many volunteer with regularity close to where they live. The proportion of 
responses by region could be predicted by the number of available conservation volunteer 
opportunities in the various locations. New Zealand conservation volunteers, then, follow the 




Perhaps not surprisingly, conservation is personally important to conservation volunteers. 
The results of this survey showed that volunteers who work in conservation see conservation 
as more important to them than a representative sample of New Zealanders. Whether being 
engaged in conservation volunteering is a cause or result of this increased personal 
importance is outside the scope of this study. 
 
Conservation volunteers who participated in this survey were more pessimistic about the state 
of New Zealand’s environment than the rest of New Zealanders. They felt that the overall 
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state of the environment was worse and that it was worse than that of other countries. This 
result indicates a better grasp of the severity of the conservation crisis facing New Zealand. 
Conservation volunteers have a grimmer outlook on the state of the country’s environment 
because, perhaps, they are exposed to and work with more of the negative aspects, such as 
invasive plants and animals, declining populations of native species, and habitat degradation. 
 
Favourable attitudes toward methods of pest control were higher across the board for 
conservation volunteers than the representative sample of New Zealanders in the Ipsos survey 
(2016). Conservation volunteers who responded to this survey viewed all methods of pest 
control more favourably than New Zealanders as a whole. Most notably, conservation 
volunteers were 40% more in favour of ‘Poison bait spread by aircraft’ than a representative 
sample of New Zealanders. This example shows the great divide in the public perception of 
the aerial dispersal of poisons, such as 1080, for pest control. Conservation volunteers’ 
responses indicate that they may see the necessity of these methods of control to keep 
invasive species’ populations in check or perhaps see the positive results for native 
biodiversity firsthand. 
 
5.1.2.1 Future methods of pest control 
 
If conservation goals like Predator Free 2050 are to be realised, then advances in predator 
control must be made. The social license to employ these potential solutions, however, can 
only be granted by the public. 
 
Attitudes of the conservation volunteers who took the survey indicated that, overall, they 
were in favour of potential future methods of pest control. The survey gave no background 
information or definitions for the three possible methods (Species-specific toxin, Trojan 
female, or Gene drive), so the responses were not impacted by anything provided. The extent 
of the volunteers’ understanding of each technique was not measured and cannot be 
postulated from their responses to this question. The overall acceptance of all future methods 
listed could indicate the volunteers’ general acceptance of any technique that will hasten the 
result they seek, in this case a predator free New Zealand. 
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This could be used in arguing that conservation volunteers will agree with any future method 
because the ends justify the means, that is, any future method of pest control would be 
supported so long as it is effective in eliminating the target species. But, I would point out the 
welfare concern results from this survey which suggest that New Zealand conservation 
volunteers are considering the wellbeing of the target species. I would argue that, as more is 
known regarding future methods of pest control, animal welfare will undoubtedly factor in 




Results of the Likert scale Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI) adapted from Bruyere & 
Rappe (2007) indicated that, at least for New Zealand respondents, ‘Community’ and ‘Get 
outside’ motivational factors were important. They were added in to the original set of seven 
functions but surpassed all but ‘Help the environment,’ garnering the 2nd (‘Get outside’) and 
3rd (‘Community’) highest average Likert scores. These high scores reflect that both 
motivational functions have strong resonance with conservation volunteers and should 
continue to be used in future research. Overall, other motivations used in the VFI matched 
previous studies.  
 
Additional motivational factors were revealed through the written responses to the question: 
‘(w)hat do you feel is the most important reason you volunteer in conservation?’ Open 
responses gave a deeper and more localised perspective on what motivates New Zealand 
conservation volunteers, which I will discuss briefly in the unexpected results.  
 
 
5.2 Interesting and Unexpected Results 
 
5.2.1 Long-term versus short-term volunteers 
 
With the large sample size obtained with this survey, I could compare the motivations of 
what Ryan et al. (2001) have termed long-term and short-term volunteers. Ryan et al. (2001) 
made a cutoff between the two at one year of volunteering.  
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The survey responses gave us 82 individuals who had volunteered for less than a year (short-
term) and 904 individuals who volunteered for a year or more (long-term). Response 
averages for Volunteer Functions Inventory (VFI) motivations and responses to the open 
question about most important reason to volunteer were overwhelmingly similar among long-
term and short-term volunteers. 
 
The ‘Career’ motivation was the only significantly different function between long-term and 
short-term volunteers in this study. Short-term volunteers were motivated significantly more 
by the real or potential career benefits of volunteering in conservation. This could be affected 
by the age of participants in each of the two groups, with the assumption that younger 
individuals would be more likely to be looking to start or change careers. The average age of 
the group of long-term volunteers was 58 years while the average age of the short-term 
volunteers was 44 years. This difference is due largely because the short-term volunteers had 
a significantly larger proportion of volunteers under the age of 25. Overall, conservation 
volunteers do not tend to be substantially motivated by the possibility of future employment 
and therefore ‘Career’ was ranked lowest in both the VFI and open-response questions. 
 
The motivations of long -term and short-term volunteers in this study of conservation 
volunteers do not seem to warrant a one-year cutoff. A different delineation might yield more 
telling differences, perhaps by analysing motivations with respect to the frequency at which 
volunteers participate as opposed to how long they have been volunteering in total. 
 
5.2.2 Pest species welfare concern 
 
Results of the survey revealed that conservation volunteers who controlled mammalian 
predators were just as concerned with the welfare of target species as those volunteers who 
had never participated in predator control. 
 
This is interesting in that, despite being actively engaged in predator control, those volunteers 
are concerned for the welfare of the target species. Possibly, they are not simply content with 
an expedient means to an end, they instead have considered the wellbeing of the mammals 
they seek to dispatch. This speaks to the ethics of predator control conservation volunteers 
hold themselves to. 
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Whether conservation volunteers’ welfare concern overall is consistent with that of the 
general population of New Zealanders is an interesting follow-up question that is 
unfortunately outside the scope of this research.  
 
5.2.3 Time as a limiting factor for more volunteering 
 
Survey participants who worked fulltime, 30 or more hours a week, were found to be 
significantly less likely to volunteer outside of conservation. Volunteers who were either 
retired or working less than 30 hours a week were more likely to report that they volunteered 
outside of their conservation volunteering. 
 
This suggests that time may be the limiting factor in increased volunteering for existing 
volunteers. If amount of hours spent working was not a factor, I would expect to find that 
volunteers across all working capacities were equally likely to volunteer outside of 
conservation. 
 
That these volunteers have more time and therefore seem to volunteer more to fill that time 
leads us to believe that volunteering in conservation may be less about an individual’s 
environmental values and more about their role identity as a volunteer. As stated in the 
literature, some volunteers report identifying as a volunteer and this becomes a part of their 
self-image. It is also a motivator to maintain an outward image as a volunteer to others 
(Finkelstein et al., 2005). Perhaps with fewer hours in the week devoted to work, those who 
identify as volunteers or want others to identify them as a volunteer fill their time with 
additional volunteering activities.  
 
All three working capacities considered (working 30 or more hours a week, working less than 
30 hours a week, or retired) demonstrated a high proportion of volunteering outside of 
conservation (Figure 16). This reinforces the theory of volunteering as fulfilling an aspect of 
role identity. The significant difference in the group that worked 30 or more hours in a week 
does show an element of time constraint. I interpret this finding as working 30 or more hours 
a week results in those who would still identify as a volunteer needing to be more selective 
about their chosen volunteer activity. I postulate that these time-constrained volunteers then 
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are choosing their volunteer activity based more on their environmental values. Those 
volunteers working less than 30 hours a week or retired are less constrained by time and are 
choosing additional volunteer opportunities moreso because they identify as a volunteer. 
 
While strong environmental values undoubtedly play a role for conservation volunteering, 
this finding suggests a possible route to recruit additional volunteers. There may be potential 
volunteers for conservation among the existing volunteer community who volunteer in other 
fields. They would likely be retired or working less than full time. Their role identity as a 
volunteer could make it equally as likely for them to take up conservation volunteering as any 
other volunteering opportunity. 
 
5.2.4 Predator Free 2050 
 
There was a significant disparity between conservation volunteers’ agreement with the goals 
laid out by Predator Free 2050 and their confidence in achieving those goals. 
 
This, combined with some insights from the open-responses I received, indicates a general 
agreement with the vision of a Predator Free 2050 but a real concern that the timeline of 2050 
is not feasible. 
 
What is concerning is that these conservation volunteers are the ‘boots on the ground’ for 
conservation in New Zealand. They are members of communities with a focus on their local 
environments. For them to not be confident in achieving the goals they are working toward 
does not bode well for Predator Free 2050. 
 
5.2.5 ‘Responsibility’ motivation 
 
Through the open-response question, ‘(w)hat do you feel is the most important reason you 
volunteer in conservation?’ volunteers expressed a motivation not expected given the 
literature review. 
 
In a category that I labelled ‘Responsibility,’ volunteers wrote of their feeling of a personal 
onus to help the environment. 
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One unique motivation to New Zealand stems from the Māori concept of kaitiakitanga. While 
only four participants directly referenced it, this motivation is significant to consider in the 
New Zealand context as it incorporates local cultural practices into conservation 
volunteering. Kaitiakitanga seems to naturally intersect with a tenant of Western conservation 
thinking, environmental stewardship. I therefore paired kaitiakitanga and stewardship as a 
joint submotivation within ‘Responsibility.’ 
 
Another interesting finding that was included under the ‘Responsibility’ motivation was the 
expressed feeling of volunteers wanting to right past wrongs. That is, they referenced past or 
ongoing destruction of the natural environment by the hands of humans. Sometimes they 
referenced themselves as perpetrators but largely they seemed to refer to society as a whole. 
Within ‘righting past wrongs,’ there were some indications that guilt played a role in 
motivating individuals to volunteer in conservation. Interestingly, colonialism and a sense of 
intergenerational guilt was cited. This perhaps best links to Clary et al.’s motivational 
function called ‘Protective,’ which reflects the desire to reduce personal guilt over being 
more fortunate than others (1998). In this case, it would be the guilt over their role or their 
ancestors’ role in planetary degradation. 
 
Overall, motivations under the ‘Responsibility’ theme had sentiments of a holistic 
perspective on the environment. Contemporary problems, such as climate change, which are 
global in scale and have come to the forefront of environmental discourse seem to be 
underpinning at least some motivations to volunteer in conservation. 
 
 
5.3 Limitations, recommendations, and future research 
	
Through the course of conducting this study regarding the attitudes and motivations of 
conservation volunteers in New Zealand, both limitations in the research and possible future 
research opportunities became apparent. 
 
5.3.1 Research limitations 
 
Although the sample size for this research is large and its participants geographically spread 
across New Zealand, caution should be taken in making sweeping generalisations based on 
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its findings. This is largely due to the origin of many of the motivational factors being from 
overseas research. The Volunteer Functions Inventory, for instance, was taken from research 
in the United States of America and could be biased to American conservation perspectives. 
 
There were few participants who identified as anything other than Pakeha/NZ European. 
Different cultural perspectives should be considered on the local level, especially since the 
definition used for a volunteer in this research may not allow for individuals who engage in 
conservation but do so within the bounds of their local marae, for example. A broader 
definition of what it means to volunteer in New Zealand conservation and wider sampling 
criteria may need to be considered in future research to capture additional conservation work 
taking place. 
 
Web-based surveys come with their advantages, but they also only reach those with 
appropriate electronic devices and access to a reliable internet connection (Kaplowitz, 
Hadlock, & Levine, 2004). Having mixed sampling methods might garner more responses 
and therefore provide a more detailed perspective on New Zealand conservation volunteers. 
 
Additionally, the survey results are a snapshot in time giving us an insight into the attitudes 
and motivations of volunteers as they stand today. While interesting and potentially useful for 
policymakers, project leaders, and conservation organisations, they come with a shelf life 
because an individual’s volunteering experience can change with time. Participants in this 
survey were already volunteering in conservation. Their motivations are a snapshot of what 
they feel are the most important reasons to volunteer at the time they took the survey. The 
results of this survey should not be used to predict what would motivate non-volunteers to 
take up conservation volunteering. 
 
Initially, this research was to include short follow-up interviews with willing participants of 
the survey. Over 71% of respondents agreed to being contacted for a follow-up interview, but 
given time constraints interviews were not feasible. Ideally, follow-up interviews would have 
addressed a self-identified limitation of the Bruyere & Rappe study (2007): that volunteers 
could not elaborate or clarify their answers to the open-response questions in the survey. 
Further research into conservation volunteering in New Zealand could focus on more in-
depth interviews to complement the results of this research.  
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5.3.2 Recommendations and future research 
 
During this research, I had the task of trying to connect with as many conservation volunteers 
in New Zealand as possible to establish a robust sample size. To achieve this, I spent many 
hours scouring the internet for listed contact details for all the conservation groups I could 
find. In doing so, I came to realise there are ways to improve the online systems. 
 
While there are extensive nationwide databases of conservation volunteer groups and projects 
(e.g. Weedbusters and Nature Space), I found them to be lacking updated information in 
some cases. A handful of organisations did not have an online presence nor did they have a 
contact email listed. Other organisations had websites that were dated, clunky, and not 
updated. Anecdotally, there also seemed to be a general trend for organisations to move their 
information base to the social media website Facebook. While this may increase their 
visibility online, it makes compiling a reasonably accurate list of all conservation 
organisations difficult. 
 
A full database audit would ensure that 1) the groups/projects are still active and 2) the listed 
contact information is correct. Having this information readily available limits barriers to 
volunteering for those potential volunteers who are using the internet to locate opportunities 
in their area. This could impact on younger generations who rely heavily on the internet for 
information. The anecdotal switch to social media, especially with its marketing potential, 
could perhaps better reach tech-savvy prospective volunteers. 
 
Similarly, I believe a full conservation organisation census would allow us to better 
understand the human resources available to undertake current and future conservation 
projects. This would go hand-in-hand with a complete and updated database. Sharing 
information among partners and interested parties would likely come to benefit conservation 
as a whole. Quantifying the efforts of conservation volunteers across all organisations and 
groups would also better illustrate the vital role they play in New Zealand’s conservation. A 
census would better serve the needs of both volunteers and organisations, allow for 
evaluation on the effectiveness of different communication strategies, and better inform the 
distribution of funding. 
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On a larger scale, I see opportunities for government and organisations to use the findings of 
this research to better accommodate volunteers in conservation. Conservation volunteers in 
New Zealand need to be respectfully listened to and supported. To again quote Ryan et al., 
“[volunteers] are not free labour, but individuals who will keep coming if their needs are 
fulfilled” (2001). In New Zealand, with its current and future conservation challenges, having 
a solid base of volunteers willing and able to carry out some of the work is crucial. It is 
important to not only the success of actual conservation goals, but in garnering the social 





Overall, volunteers play a vital role in conservation in New Zealand. They do an impressive 
amount of work very cost-effectively. They have the potential to not only be the workforce 
driving New Zealand toward its conservation goals, but also the voices for these conservation 
goals in their local communities. There is little research, however, focused on trying to better 
understand who they are, what attitudes and values they hold, and what motivates them to do 
what they do. 
 
This exploratory study tried to give insight into conservation volunteers in New Zealand to 
better serve conservation in New Zealand. It found that volunteers here are demographically 
very similar to conservation volunteers elsewhere in the world as well as hold similar 
motivations to volunteers abroad. Open responses shed light on more localised motivations 
for New Zealand volunteers, such as a strong sense of responsibility by way of the Māori 
concept of kaitiakitanga. This and other motivations that came through the open responses 
could be uniquely New Zealand motivations to volunteer in conservation.   
 
Some interesting findings of this exploratory research came out of questions regarding 
attitudes of volunteers. Conservation volunteers are significantly more pessimistic about the 
state of New Zealand’s environment compared to New Zealanders as a whole. There was no 
significant difference in welfare concern for target pest species between volunteers who were 
engaged in control and those who did not participate in mammalian predator control. This 
suggests that conservation volunteers want to rid the country of invasive species, but they 
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also care deeply how we go about achieving this goal. Conservation volunteers in New 
Zealand agree with Predator Free 2050 goals but aren’t as confident in achieving those goals. 
This could come down to the Predator Free 2050 policy not being effectively communicated 
to the volunteers. Anecdotal success was achieved with an in-person presentation to a 
volunteer group. 
 
New Zealand’s natural environment and biodiversity are declining and conservation 
volunteers are actively working to buck the trend. These are individuals who have come 
together in their local communities, often under the banner of their own organisations, to 
freely give their time to a cause they care deeply about. Through this research, I have learned 
that these conservation volunteers are dedicated, passionate, and hardworking. They see the 
big ecological picture and want to leave Aotearoa better than how they’ve found it.  
 
The hope is that, beginning with this attempt to learn more about New Zealand’s 
conservation volunteers, we can better support them in their efforts to ensure New Zealand’s 
rich natural heritage remains a cherished part of the national identity. Supporting 
conservation volunteers now will benefit those individuals and the nature they work to 
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6.0 Creative Component 
 
The following novelette is entitled All in a Day’s Work: A New Zealand Conservation Story 
and is the creative component of my Master of Science Communication at the University of 
Otago. It is a three-part fictional story following new conservation volunteers as they go 
about their first day volunteering on the Otago Peninsula in Dunedin, New Zealand. If the 
characters have any resemblance to any real people, living or dead, it is purely coincidental. 
 
It is just over 17,000 words and was written to an intermediate school reading level but the 
story will hopefully appeal to all ages young adult and above. 
 
This creative work attempts to use the wealth of data provided by participants in the survey to 
highlight some of the conservation attitudes, values, and motivations of conservation 
volunteers in New Zealand. It also acts as a means of relaying scientific information 





Figure 28. Front cover of book for creative component.  
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It was one of those still summer mornings in Dunedin, and 
travelling out along the Otago Peninsula the harbour was 
mirroring the promise of a blue sky day. Today they were 
meeting at a pullover near the Portobello shops before divvying 
up tasks and heading out for the day. 
 
Despite some wet and chilly days, it had been a comfortable 
winter season of volunteering with the group. They had become 
like family after struggling for weeks in a particularly prickly 
stand of gorse on Sandymount.  
 
Today, though, as it happened with nearly every hint of finer 
weather, they were getting some new people joining. Carol just 
hoped they’d fit in well and would stick. She’d been the newest 
member for far too many Saturdays. 
 
Her Nissan Leaf barely whispered through the harbourside 
twists and turns. In winter, she had a close call with an icy 
patch but luckily she didn’t become a picture and a couple 
column inches in the Otago Daily Times. In summertime, it 
was nearly impossible to speed through these turns. Inevitably 
you’d get stuck behind a trundling people-mover or, more 
likely, a wide-assed campervan. But this was a great time of 
year, the weather was getting better by the day and cruise ship 
arrivals had yet to kick off the tourism season in earnest. 
 
Her windows were cracked to allow the sweet smells of the 
garden flowers and the living odour of the harbour edge to waft 
in. On a narrow bend just past Company Bay, she took her time 
passing a girl on her bike. It is nice to see someone in their 20s 
up before noon on a Saturday, she thought. 
 
Little shags sat airing their wings on the boatsheds as she 
passed. Red-billed and black-backed gulls used the harbour’s 
still waters as a noisy communal birdbath, their splashing 
making the only ripples in the shallow bays. Some white-
fronted terns swooped low over the water, chattering back and 
forth to one another as they dipped low looking for small 





Though Carol was running early, Stu would be there waiting, 
of course. Even if he wasn’t the reluctant leader of their small 
group he would have beaten everyone there.  
 
Rounding the final bend, there was Stu, but across the road 
from his parked ute, yanking down overhanging banana 
passionfruit vines from the steep bank above. 
 
She did a friendly double-toot of the horn, and Stu spun, 
grinning sheepishly at being caught before raising an armload 
of noxious weed in triumph. 
 
Carol pulled in next to Stu’s ute and he walked purposefully 
back across the road, weeds in tow.  
 
“Good morning, Stu!”  She called while shutting her driver side 
door. 
 
“G’day, Carol, g’day. Crikey, you sure can sneak up on a guy 
with that little electric!” Stu said in his usual speedy cadence, 
dropping his armload of vines in a heap. 
 
“Ha! I caught you in the act of conservation. You just can’t 
help yourself, can you?” 
 
“Once you know these weeds you can’t help but notice them, 
that’s right. All it takes sometimes is a bit of tenacity.” He said, 
grunting and stuffing the vines with their purple-pink flowers 
and tamarillo-shaped fruit into an old wool fadge. 
 
“I know what you mean. Now that I know what to look for I 
can’t turn a blind eye to it. Well, a beautiful morning to tackle 
some weeds, anyways.” Carol said, leaning back against the 
ute’s tailgate. 
 
“Yes, why yes indeed.  The sunshine’s turned right up and the 
wind down. But a southerly is meant to pick up around lunch, I 
heard.” Stu said as he started arranging spades and loppers into 
manageable piles in the truck bed. He was always moving, Stu. 
 
“That’ll be good for the albatross chicks. I’ve heard there are 
still a couple clinging to land on the headland. This hot and 
calm weather we’ve been having is no good for them.” 
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Their banter quickly turned to recent bird and marine mammal 
sightings in the past week and trials and tribulations of their 
respective vegetable gardens. 
 
Cars pulled in around them as they leaned on the boot of the car 
and chatted. Stu checked his watch repeatedly. He was always 
a bit fidgety and punctual. Never one to need coffee to start his 
day, Carol thought, as she took a sip from her Keep Cup. The 
cyclist Carol had passed on her drive out rounded the bend and, 
to her surprise, pulled to a stop.  
 
“Hi, I’m Esther, I emailed about joining you guys?” she said 
taking off her helmet and smiling, running a hand through her 
long auburn hair. 
 
“That’s right, that’s right. Excellent. Welcome out. Esther, was 
it? Esther, meet Carol.” Stu said, gesturing theatrically. “Until a 
moment ago she was our newest volunteer.” He added, 
cheekily. 
 
“Hi there, nice to meet you,” Carol said warmly, shaking 
Esther’s outreached hand.  
 
“And you!” Esther replied, reciprocating the smile.  
 
“So,” Stu began having barely caught his breath, “Esther, I 
think we’ll have you join Carol here and the others once they 
arrive to do some weed control.” Stu rummaged around the bed 
of his ute, finding a rogue pair of small leather gloves and 
handed them to Esther. 
 
“Oh, thank you, I tried to borrow some off classmates but no 
one had any.” She said gratefully. 
 
Cars pulled off the road and other volunteers began mustering 
at the back of Stu’s ute. Greetings and usual banter began at a 
murmur and rose to a respectable hubbub. 
 
“Morning, all,” Stu started once it seemed everyone had 
gathered. “Right, so welcome to the new faces. Really glad to 
have you join us. I won’t pain you all with formal 
introductions, there’s plenty of time to chat once we’re stuck 
into some of today’s tasks. Now, with the new folks joining us, 




Stu paused for a moment, looking around the group closely. 
 
“Oh, and anyone see Jordy? He’s meant to come out this 
morning…” Stu checked his watch again. 
 
“Anyway, where was I? Right, so, I reckon we’ll get a bigger 
group up towards Sandymount to try to tackle the last of the 
gorse before it goes to seed. Might be some other nasties up 
there, too. Jim, Carol, are you okay to come with me and head 
up that group? We can take Janice and young Esther here along 
and show them the ropes. If we see any of last year’s plantings 
that could lose their rabbit-proofing, we’ll take them out if we 
have time. 
 
“And the nursery is going bonkers with this sunny weather 
we’ve had this week so it’d be good to have a few folks go help 
out Lorraine - she’s just started transferring seedlings. Kiri, I 
know you said you’d like nursery work with your boys. I’ll 
give you directions.” Stu said, but Kiri was occupied trying to 
corral her two boys. Hearing her name, she made eye contact 
and mouthed ‘sorry.’ The boys were already down the old rock 
wall and poking the closed anemones that clung to the rocky 
coast like globs of ruby jelly. 
 
“Quite alright! Just head back along the road towards Broad 
Bay and hang a left at Bacon Street. The white gate at the very 
end. You can’t miss it.” 
  
Kiri smiled and nodded quickly to show Stu she’d heard him 
before turning back to her wandering children. 
 
“Right, well that’s that, folks! Off you pop!” Stu said, adding 
emphasis with a sharp clap of his hands. 
 
The group disbanded and began heading back towards their 
respective vehicles. 
 
A mechanical cough and sputter was heard around the corner. 
 
“Ah, that’ll be Jordy now.” Jim said with a throaty laugh. A red 
Hilux that had seen better days came careening around the 
corner with a guttural rumble of low revs in a high gear.  
 
Skidding to a stop on the gravel, out hopped a lanky lad in 
rugby stubbies and an oilskin hat. He looked like he jumped 
from the pages of a Barry Crump novel.  
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“G’day” Jordy said as he passed those heading to their cars, 
tipping the brim of his hat and nodding his head to the left. 
“Sorry Stu, checked my line through Silverstream on the way. 
Two pos in the Timms and heaps of rat nibbles on the chew 
cards.” 
 
“No worries, no worries, Jordy, thanks for coming out. A few 
new folks here as you can see so I can’t join you today, but I 
figured you could do the trapline up Hereweka by yourself if 
you’re keen. What d’ya say to that?” 
 
“Yeah for sure, are they the leg-hold traps up there?” Jordy 
asked, kicking some oversized gravel with the tip of his boot. 
 
“No, no, we’ve switched it up and put some Timms traps out 
there yesterday afternoon,” Stu clarified. “Still looking for 
someone local enough to check them regularly but until then 
we’re taking turns.” 
 
“Um, excuse me? Are you checking possum traps? Is it alright 
if I join, I’m really keen to get into it.” Esther piped up, having 
peeled away from the weeding group.  
 
Stu spun on his heels. “Yes, yes, that’s right, you mentioned 
that in your message,” he said. “All good. If you’re feeling up 
for it, we’re always looking for pairs of young knees to trek up 
and down those gullies! Jordy, this is Esther, Esther, Jordy. No, 
no, you hang on to those gloves,” Stu said as Esther tried to 
hand them back. “Are you alright with showing Esther here the 
trapline, Jordy?” 
 
“‘Course, so long as she keeps up,” he said with a crooked half-
smile as he eyed her trainers. “Right. Come on then, and bring 
your bike.” 
 
Stu laughed and called after all the volunteers, “Alright, 
everyone, see you all for a late lunch at the nursery. And don’t 
forget to wear your high-vis! That means you, Jim!” 
 
“Ah, good ol’ Health & Safety…” Jim mumbled sarcastically 






Part I: Snap Judgment 
 
 
Esther’s bike fit snugly just behind the empty aluminium dog 
box and on top of a pair of old gum boots and a whitebait net. 
Jordy’s ute had just hit the gravel off the main harbour road and 
was kicking up a cloud of dust behind them. 
 
“Those skinny tyres on your push bike wouldn’t have done you 
much good back here,” Jordy quipped cheekily as the back 
tyres swerved gently, but noticeably, around a corner. 
 
“It’s embarrassing to say, but I’ve been at uni here for two 
years now and I’ve only ever been out on the Peninsula on the 
bus out to the albatross colony. We didn’t realise we’d caught 
the last bus out and ended up walking before a local gave us a 
lift back to town.” 
 
“What are you studying at uni?” Jordy asked, downshifting 
before accelerating through a blind corner, one casual hand on 
the wheel. 
 
“I am going for a Zoology degree at the moment,” Esther said, 
instinctively grabbing the ‘oh shit’ handle as they took the 
corner at speed. 
 
“So, you’ll be looking for a job at a zoo, then? Not many of 
them ‘round, aye?” Jordy asked with a straight face, subtly 
having her on. 
 
Esther let out a laugh, catching his wit. “That’s exactly what 
my grandparents asked me when I told them I switched from 
Commerce, but they weren’t kidding! I had to explain Zoology 
was the general study of animals. I told them I love zoos, but 
they’d be more interested in wildlife veterinarians.” 
 
“Alright, but seriously, what are you after with a Zoology 
degree?” Jordy asked, glancing over from behind the steering 
wheel. 
 
“Um, I’m not sure yet, to be honest. I have a couple years to 
figure it out. I am not ruling out academia yet but I’m thinking 
more about maybe applying for a job with DOC.” Esther’s 
voice inflected, making it sound like it was a question. 
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Jordy nodded. He had heard that line before - uni students 
always seemed to be taking their sweet time figuring out their 
“passion.” In the end, it’s like they just want an excuse to get 
wasted and get handed a job at the end of it. Those that he had 
already taken out on the peninsula only wanted enough days' 
experience to put on their C.V. They weren’t interested in 
putting in the hard yakka. He glanced toward Esther, already 
deciding she’d be the same. 
 
At the top of the saddle, the road descended toward a pristine 
Hoopers Inlet. Sandflats extended out to reach the edge of the 
ebbing tide where oystercatchers probed the sand with their 
long, neon orange bills. Recently-returned bar-tailed godwits 
huddled together, each balancing on one leg with their bill 
tucked under a wing. Black swans, their long necks reaching 
down to the aquatic vegetation growing on the sandy bottom, 
were further out where the water was deeper. 
 
“Have you done any trapping before?” Jordy inquired. 
 
“Well, no, unless you count mice in the flat…” She asked with 
a quick laughing exhale. “How long have you been 
volunteering doing it?” 
 
“On the Peninsula? Oh, regularly for about a year out here. But 
I’ve been trapping and shooting possum since I was a sprout.” 
Jordy replied. 
 
The Hilux rounded another one of the many narrow corners of 
the gravel road. Ahead of them was a small paddock flanked by 
bush that continued up, up, up to a near-perfect cone of a hill.  
 
“Alrighty, this is us.” Jordy said, downshifting and pulling the 
ute off the gravel road and onto what looked like a farmer’s 
access culvert. He nosed the front bumper against the rusted 
chainlink gate before throwing up the hand brake. 
 
“Easy to imagine it as a volcano, huh?” Jordy asked, tipping his 
hat back and hunching down to look up toward the conical hill. 
 
“And why they call it the Harbour Cone!” Esther said, short 
enough not to have to hunch. 
 
“‘Hereweka’ is the Māori name. Means ‘place to hunt weka.’ 
Not anymore, though, no weka around Dunedin nowadays. Just 
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as well, I hear they’d go after some of the other native birds 
we’re trying to protect.” 
 
Hopping out of the truck, Jordy gathered a mostly-empty pack 
and took a new black rubbish bag off a roll and lined the inside 
compartment. He chucked in a bag of last season’s apples as 
well. 
 
“Many farmers out here are happy to let us trap their land or at 
least have access through,” Jordy said while lifting the latch 
and swinging gate inward.  
 
“This fulla has beef cattle, so he wouldn’t mind being rid of 
possum. They can carry bovine tuberculosis.” He continued, 
gesturing for Esther to enter the muddy paddock before he 
closed the gate behind them. 
 
She nodded, already knowing this but didn’t want to sound like 
a know-it-all. She wanted to listen and learn. 
 
The bottomland field they had entered was lower than the inlet 
road and was flooded. A small herd of maybe fifteen head of 
cattle watched them closely from the middle of the mucky 
mess. It was hard to see what the cattle would be grazing. 
 
Esther followed Jordy’s loping strides along the fence line and 
a narrow creek. She did her best to avoid the mud at first but 
once her trainers squelched into a hoof print, she gave up 
trying. Once they made their way into the paddock, it wasn’t 
just the cattle that took notice of them. A sudden burst of 
defiant bleating and a rush of heavy wings erupted ahead of 
them as a male paradise shelduck rose up from the creek. It was 
followed closely by its white-headed mate, squawking noisily 
and making it a raucous duet.  
 
The shelducks’ cries of alarm set off a chain reaction of birds 
and beasts alike. The pied stilts, some nesting on tiny islands of 
sod in the flooded pasture, began a flighty show of disapproval 
of the visitors. All the commotion spurred the cattle, previously 
silent, to voice their concerns. A few bellows later and some 
sheep up the valley in the greener pasture baaed in 
acknowledgement of the possible threat coming their way. 
 
Jordy led Esther up the fence line that ran alongside the tiny 
creek. At its widest, even Esther with her short legs could have 
leapt across. And that she did, as Jordy took an abrupt turn, 
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ducking between the wires and springing across the waterway. 
Esther followed, but took her time choosing a launching pad on 
the undercut bank. 
 
They had been walking for some time through and across 
paddocks, always heading in the general direction of ‘up.’  
 
“When does the trapline begin?” Esther finally asked, breaking 
the silence. Behind them, the cattle chose to tag along, ever 
hopeful that these humans might lead them to a new, greener 
pasture. The pair had gained some height, but had also rounded 
the hillside and could no longer see the truck. 
 
Jordy was surprised she was keeping up. The other uni students 
were usually a fair way behind by this point, especially the girls 
in trainers. “We come to the first trap up along this next 
fenceline. It borders some native bush. Possum like the edges, 
it’s where they like to travel and where the most food is.” 
 
“Okay, let’s go then!” Esther said, not even taking a moment’s 
break. “Just up here? she asked, coming close alongside Jordy, 
pointing uphill toward a fence border. She continued climbing 
at his murmur of assent. 
 
“This one is almost always empty,” Jordy continued, this time 
tail-end-Charlie. “Like I say, possum don’t tend to spend long 
out here in the open.” He reached behind the corner fencepost. 
“But here’s a Timms trap, anyways.” He said. 
 
Jordy lifted a bright yellow plastic housing that looked like an 
implement better suited for building sandcastles than catching 
possum. Holding it up for Esther, Jordy tipped it upside down 
to show her the metal trap housed inside. A pear-shaped hole 
cut from one side of the plastic would allow the head of a 
possum to enter. A less-than-appealing slice of apple was 
barely staying on a metal stake. The trap was still set. 
 
“So, the pos sticks its head into this opening, and it pulls on 








“… trips the kill bar and the springs do the deed. It’s fast, a 
Timms trap.” 
 
He slid the old apple off and threw it into the bush in one 
motion. Taking a Buck knife from his belt, Jordy cut a fresh 
apple in half, baiting the trap. Jordy pulled on a loop of cord at 
the back of the plastic housing which was attached to an iron 
bar. As he pulled, two springs attached to the other side of the 
bar stretched. TWANG! The springs sang once stretched and the 
trap was set.  
 
“So, it’s a pretty simple design, this.” Jordy concluded as he 
reached through the stretched #8 wire and staked the plastic 
housing to the ground behind the fencepost.  
 
“And does it make a humane kill?” Esther asked, cautiously. “I 
mean, I know they’re possum and we want them gone but it’s 
just something I think about, you know?” 
 
“Nah, yeah, I hear ya. It’s a balancing act with trapping. We 
want to kill the possum, but we don’t want them to suffer any 
more than necessary. No self-respecting trapper - or hunter for 
that matter - wants an animal to suffer. If there is a better way 
to get the job done, that’s the one for me. That’s why I am less 
and less likely these days to use a leg hold trap. I reckon a 
possum’s last sight oughta be a nice, juicy slab of apple at night 
than a trapper with a hammer or .22 in the morning. Kill traps 
that do the deed fast - this one here snaps upward right on a 
possum’s neck. Timms traps are lightweight, easy to bait and 
set, and reliable. They are just more practical for bigger jobs in 
bumpy country.” 
 
Hopping the stile, Jordy led Esther from paddock to bush. They 
were entering what looked like the bottom of a steep-sided 
gully where a remnant stand of native bush persisted despite 
the land use around. They could still spy tracks in the mud, and 
the understory of the bush was kept manicured by hungry 
sheep. 
 
Mature tree fuchsias, with their papery, reddish-coloured bark 
peeling away from their trunks made up the main canopy. Their 
purply-pink flowers hung like little bells from the tips of their 
branches, waiting for a pollinator to come for a sugar rush. 




As they moved quickly through the shady bush, always up, 
Esther saw something attached to a tree. “What’s that nailed to 
the tree?” She called ahead. Jordy stopped and turned. “Ah, 
yip, that’s a chew card. Here, let’s take a look.” The chew card 
was a folded-over rectangle of corrugated white plastic with the 
number ‘11’ written boldly in Vivid marker. Where a corner 
was missing, obvious bite marks took its place.  
 
“Are these possum bites?” Esther looked closely and fingered 
the rough edges of the card. “That’s right.” Jordy said, 
shuffling closer on his knees “They push peanut butter in the 
sides here,” He pointed to the edges of the corrugation. 
“Possums love the stuff. So do rats, so these serve a dual 
purpose you could say.” 
 
“And it lets you know there are possum around to trap.” Esther 
said confidently. “Or rats,” she added quickly. 
 
“Exactly, you’re onto it. Now let’s see if the pos that nibbled 
this fancied some of Nelson’s finest Jazz apple. The next trap is 
right up here.” 
 
After scrambling up some muddy boulders, they rounded a 
bend in the track and there was a pink marker tied to an 
overhanging fuchsia branch. “That’s the marker, but we always 
put the traps out of sight around the back of the tree from the 
track,” Jordy said, pointing. 
 
Rounding the tree, there was the Timms trap, and sticking out 
of the back was the rear end and fluffy tail of an aptly-named 
brush tail possum. 
 
“Ah ha! Gotcha ya little bugger!” Jordy said. 
 
“Woo! Nice! Looks like it wanted to sample some apple after 
all,” Esther noted. 
 
“Now, here, I’ll show you what we do if we catch one. This 
one is just a smaller male.” Jordy said, releasing the trap and 
setting the dead possum on its side on a nearby moss-covered 
rock. 
 
“So, how do you sex them? By colour?” Asked Esther. 
 
Jordy lifted a hind leg and rolled it over. “Should be pretty 
obvious,” he said looking at Esther with a laugh. 
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“Right, yes, pretty obvious.” Esther noted, blushing slightly 
and feeling a bit foolish. But Jordy was already rebaiting the 
trap and setting it back behind the fuchsia. 
 
Esther took a closer look at her first trapped possum. She had 
seen dead possums before, sure. Almost every New Zealander 
can claim that. They are the unofficial national roadkill of the 
country. This was as close as she had come to one, and the 
Timms trap kept the animal intact, unlike tyres and a tonne of 
human ingenuity hurtling along at 100 Ks.  
 
The fur of the male possum was a deep brown tinged with red, 
its undersides a lighter tan colour. Its tail, however, was black 
and the fur there, although longer, felt coarse.  
 
Jordy noticed Esther inspecting the prehensile tail, curled over 
like an unfurling fern frond. Being a Zoology major he thought 
she’d like to see how it worked. “Here, hold out your arm,” he 
told her. 
 
Esther did, and with Jordy put the inside of the tail on her 
forearm, slowly lowering the body of the animal. The possum’s 
tail curled with the weight and, even in death, it hung like a 
coat hanger from Esther’s arm.  
 
“Whaaaat? That’s sooo cool!” Esther exclaimed earnestly, 
mouth agape. Jordy grinned. He was glad Esther was so into it. 
The other uni students tended to balk at their first site of a dead 
possum, keeping their distance. And Esther hadn’t once 
reached for a camera. If he wasn’t mistaken, he was enjoying 
his tour guiding much more than any other. “It feels like it is 
grabbing me,” she mumbled to herself, still engrossed with the 
animal. 
 
“That is how they can get stuck in trees. I’ve had to shimmy up 
a fair few to get a possum I shot.” Jordy said, taking the 
possum off Esther’s arm and setting it down again.  
 
Esther looked at the tail, seeing that its underside looked more 
like the fleshy pads of her own fingers than a normal tail. Its 
claws were sharp, she noted and put on her gloves.  
 
It had a pink nose sitting on the end of a slightly pointed snout 
flanked with black whiskers. Its front two teeth were big and 
tapered like a rodents’. Furry ears and a general fluffy 
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appearance made the animal look something like a cross 
between a rat and a stuffed teddy bear.  
 
“I can’t stand waste,” Jordy said after a while watching Esther 
inspect the possum. “Even though we consider the possum a 
pest, no sense wasting their life. Feel that. Go on, take a glove 
off and just put your hand on him.” 
 
The reddish-brown fur was softer than anything she’d ever felt 
and it radiated the heat from Esther’s bare hand.  
 
“Ever have a pair of possum socks or gloves? They’re almost 
too warm. A lady in Wanaka selling the stuff told me these 
hairs are hollow like a polar bear’s and are about the best 
insulating fur you can get. They weave it into merino wool 
nowadays. Can’t beat it.” 
 
“Do you do anything with the fur off these ones you trap? Is it 
worth it?” Asked Esther. She had heard that possums were 
brought to New Zealand in the first place to try to start a fur 
industry from scratch. 
 
“Sure do. In winter, as long as the fur’s in good nick I’ll skin 
the possum. Tried my hand at tanning at home but it’s a helluva 
process. Now I’ll just stretch and dry the skins and take them 
into town. A good pelt can fetch $19. This time of year, though, 
the possum are going through the moult so no sense skinning 
them. They’re patchy.” Jordy brushed the back of the possum 
with his palm, exposing some areas where new fur was 
growing. “So, I pluck the fur best I can, even a cold possum 
like this one. The fur comes off easiest right after they kick it. 
These ones are tough, though. Here, try that, if you want.” 
Jordy said, pulling a small tuft out of the possum’s back leg 
with his thumb and forefinger.  
 
 Esther struggled to pluck wads of fur from the possum’s back. 
After she managed a handful she placed it deep inside the 
plastic bag in Jordy’s pack. He had already done the rest. Her 
hands were a bit greasy and smelled a bit like when she helped 
shear a sheep on her auntie’s lifestyle block. “What do you do 
with the rest of the possum?” She asked. 
 
“I have a mate who has dogs and sometimes he will take the 
possum after for cheap tucker. But otherwise I give the animal 
a sky burial. Leaves something for the harrier hawks besides 
rabbit.” Jordy took ahold of the hind leg of the possum they’d 
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plucked and heaved it towards the edge of the bush. “Less to 
carry, too, if you’re in rugged country. Come on then, we’ve 
got more to check.” 
 
The next two traps higher up in the native bush were not 
sprung, but Jordy and Esther stopped to rebait them. Esther 
learned fast, and Jordy just let her bait the traps they came to. 
They were getting into a routine, and Jordy noted that even 
with the tagalong they were making good time. 
 
“Hey, look over there!” Esther pointed toward Cape Saunders 
where a fixed wing plane buzzed the grassy hillside. “It must 
be an awesome view from up there today. Would that be a 
sightseeing flight?” 
 
They had emerged from the dark canopy cover of the native 
bush and were again in a neatly-cropped sheep paddock. There 
was no fence to keep the sheep from browsing the low branches 
of the native bush. 
 
“Could be,” Jordy started, but as they watched the plane a 
cloud of what looked like white dust started falling down onto 
the field. “Yeah, nah, no tourists on that flight. Just fertilizer. 
Every now and then when its calm enough they spray 
superphosphate to keep the grass green. This coastal pasture 
grass doesn’t grow as well because of the salt in the air. 
Keeping the soil stocked with enough fertilizer gives it a leg 
up.  
 
“Speaking of, we should get some fresh water in us, too. Did 
you bring water?” Jody asked. Esther responded with a 
sheepish look. “Here, have some of mine,” Jordy said, offering 
his canteen. 
 
They leaned against exposed rocks on the uphill side of the 
track. It was less of a track than a foothold. Looking out at the 
green grass paddocks around them, Esther could see the sheep 
had terraced even the steepest of slopes with their sharp 
hooves. What they walked on now more established one. 
 
“Well, why are you out here, Esther?” Jordy asked as he 
accepted the canteen back for a drink. 
 
After a thoughtful pause, Esther said, “I guess I’m sick of the 
lecture theatre. We do plenty of hands-on work, too, you know, 
but it is so rigid and planned. Like, it’s been established for so 
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long as a reliable lesson that they’re not looking to update it 
unless they have to. 
 
“I did this bioethics paper and realised that if say I value native 
species that I need to front up to some of the ugly truths - that 
these furry four-legs need to be kept in check.  
 
“I wanted to start making a difference now. Like, live by my 
values, you know? Plus it doesn’t hurt when applying for 
conservation jobs to show you’ve actually done some practical 
work. 
 
“What about you, why do you do this? I can’t help but notice 
everyone else is, what, at least a couple years older?” She said 
cheekily, leaning in to jostle his shoulder just as he tried to take 
a swig. 
 
Jordy sputtered out a laugh, “Hey! But yeah, I did part of a year 
at the Polytech but I’m not one to be satisfied ticking boxes. 
That’s all they wanted from us, to tick boxes. That and fees. I 
wanted to get out and learn a bit more hands-on. Since then 
I’ve been everything from tradie to truckie. Been all around the 
South Island. I did trapping on the side but now there are some 
real opportunities and I’m thinking of maybe starting up a pest 
control contracting business. We’ll see.” 
 
“And why out here on the Peninsula?” Esther asked. 
 
“Ah, as far as joining up with these folks, well my grandad 
started the group years back with Stu. He’s gone now three 
years but my gran - you’ll meet her at the nursery - she’s still at 
it. It’s a bit of a family affair, you could say.” 
 
Jordy’s grandfather was who kept him grounded. Without 
much parents to speak of, it was he who raised Jordy and kept 
him on the straight. The old man had a few age-old parenting 
techniques that used to leave Jordy a bit sore but boy did he 
shape up quick. What worked better than hidings, however, 
were the evenings, weekends, and holidays spent in the bush. 
His grandfather taught him how to hunt all manner of four-
legged beast and trap the smaller ones. As a teenager Jordy fell 
off the rails again and left home, but his grandparents were 
there for him and the gully out back was his rehab. Far from the 
city and deadbeat boy racers Jordy had fallen in with. 
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Jordy had been staring off into space, but suddenly tightened 
the cap on the canteen and slid it back into his pack. “Right, 
after you,” he said, motioning for Esther to go ahead as he 
hoisted and shouldered the pack. “Just follow the sheep track 
up to the top.” Esther hoped she hadn’t been too probing with 
her questions. 
 
At the crest of the hill was a stand of ancient macrocarpas. 
Instead of a line as you’d see in a neatly manicured hedgerow 
or windbreak, these trees were left to their own devices, 
growing up and out with dead branches falling and piling up 
around their massive trunks. A small group of sheep resting in 
the shade spooked as the trappers approached, their lambs 
following closely behind. 
 
“This here was one of the first farmsteads out here.” Jordy 
pointed to a partially collapsed brick chimney hidden in the 
shadow. “Once they felled and burned the native bush for 
pastureland they had to plant shelter trees on account of the 
wind.”  
 
“Funny all the examples of how we make problems for 
ourselves.” Esther noted. “Hindsight’s 20:20, eh?” 
 
“Mhmm.” Jordy murmured as his boots snapped some of the 
fallen branches. 
 
Esther saw the neon pink tape tied to the macrocarpa before 
Jordy. “There you are, nice spotting,” Jordy said. “You take 
this one.” 
 
Squeezing her way between two massive trunks, there was the 
yellow plastic housing for the Timms trap, a large possum 
sticking out. “Another one!” Jordy said, joining her. “You okay 
releasing this one yourself? Oh, and don’t follow my example, 
best put on those gloves. These critters can carry disease.”  
 
“Right. Should be all good, just tell me if I do anything wrong.” 
Esther said confidently, already picking up the trap. 
 
She easily released the heavy body of the possum, pulling on 
the cord so it dropped from the Timms trap and onto the 
ground. Rigour mortis had yet to set in, so the possum must 
have been on the move early in the morning. Esther turned the 
possum over onto its back. 
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“Hey, a big girl! Not a male, amirite?” Esther asked, trying to 
drum up some more of the familial banter they had going 
earlier. 
 
“No,” Jordy said brusquely, quickly moving to the possum and 
placing his hand on its lower stomach. He felt a small bump. 
 
It wriggled under the skin and under his hand. 
 
“Definitely a female.” Jordy said quietly. 
 
Damnit, this is why they need to get a local out here to check 
these. First thing, every morning, thought Jordy. He massaged 
the moving lump toward the vertical opening of the marsupial’s 
pouch. A small pink-skinned possum joey emerged, its hairless 
limbs waving and undeveloped eyes permanently closed. Jordy 
took it in his hand. 
 
“You don’t have to watch this, Esther,” he said as he raised his 
hand above his head and turned away from her, about to dash 
the tiny joey against the rock wall. 
 
“No! Wait!” Esther rushed to him, cupping her hands over his 
and gingerly took the squirming pink joey.  
 
“I’m sorry, but I have to…” Jordy began, reaching out for the 
joey, but before he could finish it was done. 
 
Esther took hold of the head in her thumb and forefinger and 
her other hand held its body. With one swift motion it was 
over. 
 
Jordy was a bit taken aback. He looked at Esther differently, 
again sizing up this petite uni student. He looked back at the 
joey, now motionless in her hand, and asked, “What did you do 
there, break its neck?” 
 
“That’s cervical dislocation, yes.” She said solemnly, looking 
down at the joey in her hands. “I was a student worker in a 
genetics lab last semester. One of my jobs was to humanely as 
possible kill the lab mice when it came time.” It was swift and 
from what Jordy could see maybe a better way than what he 
had been doing. 
 
“Ideally, that would only be used on an animal used to being 
handled like a lab mouse, but in this case, with the possum 
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being so small, I imagine it could be the most humane option.” 
She said, now taking a closer look at the hairless possum, its 
eyes were not fully developed. 
 
Jordy had thought he had her figured out like the other 
students. Some had never killed an animal but nevertheless 
wanted to try their hand at trapping. They were on board with 
the conservation but not ready for the reality of killing animals. 
Jordy would try to prime the newcomers for what was to come, 
but he wouldn’t sugarcoat it. Killing for conservation was an 
unpleasant task but a necessary one. Esther had seemed to him 
to be more gung-ho than the others, but he wasn’t expecting 
this. 
 
He had underestimated Esther. He had lumped her in with the 
other uni students who he’d taken out. 
 
“I’m sorry you had to…” Jordy began. 
 
“No, don’t be,” Esther interrupted him. “I knew what I was 
signing up for, coming along trapping. It’s a necessary evil.” 
 
Quietly, Jordy put the joey back into its mother’s pouch. He did 
it quickly as if not to be noticed, but Esther saw and it made her 
reassess her own initial judgements of this bush boy.  
 
In silence, they plucked the possum and Esther took her to the 





The terrain got steep and rugged, with volcanic rocks jutting 
out from the neatly clipped grasses. Columnar basalt, with its 
angular edges and durable, blue-grey surface harkened back to 
when this conical hill was formed by molten rock being pushed 
skyward from the depths of the Earth. They were finally 
climbing the Harbour Cone itself, but Jordy led Esther away 
from the yellow paint of the trail markers and instead headed to 
the edge of regenerating bush on the north side. 
 
Amongst the stunted fuchsia and whiteywood, the rest of the 
traps were empty, but they checked each one, rebaited it with a 
chunk of apple, and continued on, content in their silence 
listening instead to a chorus of bellbirds in the canopy above. 
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The very top of the Harbour Cone was not really part of the 
trapline. The nearest trap was at least 50m below its black-and-
white geodetic trig. Jordy always summited this hill when he 
was alone, occasionally with Stu. This time, though, he found 
himself sharing his usual ancient, toppled totara with Esther. 
 
“It’s not their fault, you know,” Jordy said after a spell 
appreciating the view over the harbour. “They are living their 
lives as possum always have. It’s our fault, really. I’m just 
taking responsibility for what we’ve done. I’m willing to 
acknowledge our past failings even if others can’t or won’t. I 
accept that I have to kill things. But, in killing these animals I 
am saving parts of New Zealand for my kids someday.” 
 
“Mmm,” Esther nodded. “Looking past our own lifetime and to 
future generations. It’s a matter of scale, isn’t it?” 
 
“Too right, it’s like Grandad always made sure we only took as 
much as we needed. We’d net whitebait down at Taieri Mouth 
but only enough for a feed for the family. He’d say, ‘No sense 
taking too much today and not having any tomorrow. Gotta 
give them a chance, too.’ It’s the economics of it all, and throw 
in human greed, now that’s the problem. 
 
“It’s easy for some to see the possum as an animal that doesn’t 
deserve to be treated decent. I’m always worried that folks see 
these animals as villains but they are more than that - their life 
is lived as much as yours or mine. The way I see it, though, we 
either take matters into our own hands now or let our mess 
cause more damage down the road. Even that little joey, as 
innocent as anything, would grow quickly into an adult. An 
adult that’d eat the leaves off the trees, eat eggs and chicks 
from nests,” Jordy finished. 
 
“In that bioethics paper, the professor said a lot of what makes 
these issues difficult is that we first have to accept humans have 
that responsibility to act,” Esther added. “It’s not an easy 
decision, choosing what lives and what dies, but it needs to 
happen if we want what’s best for New Zealand species.” 
 
They both nodded, looking out across the harbour, the issue 
heavy on both their minds. 
 
“Do you have a dog? I saw your dog box on your ute.” Esther 
asked, changing the subject while sliding out of her wet and 
muddy sneakers and peeling off her sodden socks.  
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“Had one. She was my grandad’s, actually, just like the truck. 
Pig dog called Rollo. My grandad, he’d seen too many of his 
mate’s dogs ripped open by boars, so when a bitch had a litter 
of mutts he took one. He used to say he saved her. Never took 
her hunting pig, but boy was she good at treeing possum. Yeah, 
Rollo was a good keen dog.” 
 
“Sorry to hear she’s gone. I’d love to have a dog…” She added 
wistfully, draping her socks to dry over the weathered log, 
“But, the flat’s too small I couldn’t bear having it cooped up all 
the time.” 
 
“I hear ya, Rollo had the run of the place growing up,” Jordy 
agreed. 
 
“Where was this?” Esther asked. 
 
“I grew up here, actually. Gran and Grandad raised me on the 
farm down there,” Jordy said, pointing down to the gully 
below.  
 
“Oh, no kidding?” Esther looked down on the protected valley, 
lush with spring growth and a small creek running past a cluster 
of buildings. “It’s no wonder you took to the outdoors.” 
 
“And you, Miss Zoology, you must have had a patch of green 
to run around growing up, hey?” Jordy speculated. 
 
“Well, I grew up in Auckland, actually, but my aunty and uncle 
had a little lifestyle block out of the city. I’d be dropped off for 
weeks sometimes when my parents were traveling for work. 
My cousins and I would tear around the hills and tend to the 
chooks and horses.” 
 
Esther looked off into space, remembering the nectar feeder for 
the tui, and how when they’d fill the jug in the morning the 
birds would be jockeying for position in the branches above. 
She had been obsessed with the birds, watching them feed all 
morning sometimes.  
 
“So what do you think you want to do after uni? Will you go 
back up to the ‘Big Smoke?’” Jordy asked, absently tearing off 
bits of a lemonwood leaf and tossing them down the hill. 
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“I’d like to stay in the South. Living in Auckland is just not an 
option anymore. Prohibitively expensive and it’s just too busy 
for me now. It’s good for a visit and catching up with friends 
and family but I couldn’t see myself living there again.” 
 
“Yeah,” she continued, leaning back and panning her head to 
take in the whole harbour, “I’d like to stay here and put down 
some roots, I think. What about you?”  
 
“I suppose I tried to cut my roots, but I have too many of them 
here. Tried to leave town as a teen, got into fast cars, got 
myself into some trouble, but here I am.” As he spoke, Jordy 
was looking down on the land where his grandparents had 
raised him, where he split wood and sighted in his first gun. He 
had never been one for future plans, but having been asked 
outright by Esther, he was surprised that what came to mind 
first felt right. 
 





























Part II: Out of Place 
 
 
“Good morning, Janice!” Jim sang out from over the hedge. 
 
“Oh, hello! Good morning, Jim. Sorry I didn’t see you there,” 
Janice said, pushing a stray bit of vegetation out of her line of 
sight.  
 
Jim was an eccentric character. Janice knew him to be an artist, 
carving and stonework were his specialties. Some of his pieces 
decorated his outdoor space, others adorned his neck. He 
always seemed to be outside whenever Janice came or went 
from her house. They had that minimal neighbourly 
relationship of a friendly wave and perhaps a verbal greeting, 
but always just in passing. 
 
“Doing some garden work, I see,” Jim said, stretching his long 
frame to its fullest extent to make eye contact with Janice who 
was perched atop the hedge that grew along the property line. 
 
“Yes, well, trying anyways. How does it look from the ground? 
Hard to tell up close like this.” She looked back and forth along 
the top of the hedge she was trimming, one hand on the last 
ladder rung and the other clutching a pair of garden shears. The 
Mitre-10 price tag, still attached to the handle, spun in the light 
breeze. 
 
“Yes, it looks quite even from down here, Janice. But, you 
know, that climber you’re trimming along with your hedge is a 
nasty one - Old Man’s Beard. Much more troublesome and 
unruly than mine,” he said, stroking his long whiskers. “Well, 
unless you ask the missus,” he added with a sardonic chuckle 
from a mouth lost in the tangle. 
 
“Old Man’s Beard you say, I didn’t know its name. I see it is 
growing all over my hedge here. What makes it nasty?” Janice 
asked. 
 
“Oh yes, well, nasty in that it spreads like the dickens and 
chokes out the host plant. Invasive, we call it because it’s not 
meant to be here in the first place and it outcompetes native 
plants. See, look here. You have a decent little Hebe here 
getting stifled by the damn thing,” Jim said, reaching through 
the hedge beneath her. “Old Man’s Beard used to be planted in 
gardens and I bet this one has just survived on in your hedge.” 
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“Oh, I see… To be honest, Jim, I’m not very good at this sort 
of gardening. Give me my veggie plot any day but, out here, I 
don’t know my weeds from my natives. I tend to just head to 
Nichol’s for some hanging baskets. So invasive is bad, of 
course. Should I get rid of it, then? How?” Janice was not used 
to being so uncertain. Normally she did her research and 
applied what she learned, but her backyard garden had always 
seemed an unruly place that she could never really keep in 
check.  
 
Each spring and summer, when she had more daylight to work 
with, she tried to tackle the garden. But everything bloomed 
and she could never tell what was a weed and what wasn’t. So, 
pruning and weeding always ended up being left for a cash job 
to the lowest bidder, usually a band of local school kids looking 
for pocket money. 
 
“I’ll say you should get rid of it!” Jim exclaimed passionately. 
“A quick cut at the base and a smudge of herbicide on the 
stump for good measure. One minute, I’ll grab my glysophate 
gel and we can take care of it for ya.” 
 
Moments later, holding the excised weed in her gloved hands, 
Janice said, “Well, that feels good to have that out of here - 
now that I know what it is. It’s more than a bit humbling 
realising I don’t know what is in my own backyard. Especially 
since it’s harmful. Cheers, Jim!” 
 
Jim smeared on the thick red herbicide on the stump and said, 
“Well, if you like it, we do it every Saturday on the Peninsula. 




In an uncharacteristic moment of spontaneity, Janice had 
accepted Jim’s offer, and now here she was, trudging up 
Sandymount, completely unsure of herself. 
 
What started as the excitement of making future plans with 
other people became a niggling feeling of doubt. Now that the 
future plans were realised, here she was with strangers doing 
something completely foreign to her. Would she fit in with a 
tight-knit band of rugged outdoor volunteers? She knew little to 
nothing about native New Zealand plants, as Jim had 
highlighted in her backyard less than a week ago.  
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Janice was pretty nervous getting ready for the day. Not in an 
anxiety-stricken way like meeting the in-laws for the first time, 
but more of the first day of school kind of feeling. That excited 
kind of anxiety. She just hoped that she didn’t regret her 
decision. 
 
Her butterflies settled a little once she met Jim at the door. It 
was really good of him to offer to drive her. Knowing one 
person in a crowd makes all the difference, and Janice used Jim 
as her anchor in this new place. He took it upon himself to 
introduce Janice to the other volunteers. It turned out that she 
was not the only new face, and that made her feel better, too. 
Best of all, they were paired up into the same work group, but 
at the moment Jim was far ahead of her up the track. 
 
Janice eased into a stop, leaning uphill with her hands on her 
hips. She couldn’t remember the last time her walks included 
an uphill climb such as this. She lived ‘on the flat’ in 
Musselburgh and drove anywhere when a hill was involved. 
Tired, she could now catch her breath, but these stops also gave 
her a chance to take in the sweeping expanse becoming more 
and more impressive with every meter of elevation gain. 
 
The group was climbing up the lookout track of Sandymount. 
Past footfalls had scoured out the track and made what could 
only be described as a trench. She soon realised why this hill 
got its name, it was like scrambling up a sand dune in places. 
Her top clung to her sweating back - had her back ever sweat 
before? She removed her flash merino zip-up and tied it around 
her waist. Attire purchased for the occasion, along with 
tramping boots, trousers, and small daypack, she looked a bit 
like the mannequin in the Kathmandu storefront window. 
 
Turning to look downhill, she looked out over Hooper’s Inlet to 
the Harbour Cone and, beyond, the container cranes of Port 
Chalmers. Then, around a bend in the track obscured by 
flowering flax appeared Stu. His faded canvas backpack was 
stuffed with weeding implements, loppers and hand saws 
sticking out like a pincushion.  
 
Soon he was beside her. “A side benefit of this gig - keeps the 
ticker going!” he said with a toothy grin, slapping her shoulder 
in encouragement. “Come on, come on, nearly there. Just 
around that last switchback.” 
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“Okay, right behind you,” she said, taking a moment more to 
collect herself. 
 
Stu continued on, taking a few goat-like steps and a leap uphill, 
his sinewy calf muscles rippling with every landing. A thermos, 
likely full to the brim, swung from boot laces beneath his pack. 
 
Janice took a deep breath and smiled, it was contagious around 
Stu. He seemed unstoppable. She wasn’t about to go bounding 
up the hill after him, but fitness wasn’t one of the things she 
thought she’d achieve from this volunteering. Not a bad thing, 




Weeding and track clearing are not cerebral tasks, Janice soon 
realised, but they were incredibly satisfying. Much to her relief, 
even a novice like herself could readily identify the target 
weeds and the hands-on removal was straightforward enough. 
Under their own power it was amazing to see the pile of gorse 
that they’d already managed to cut. And all without power 
tools, which was another relief for Janice. Just this morning she 
had tried to teach herself how to operate a chainsaw by 
watching how-to videos online.  
 
The pace was set by the individual, and collectively, once a 
weeding rhythm was achieved, conversation flowed easily. 
Clearly there were more than a few inside jokes that had come 
about from some of the regulars but they made Janice feel 
welcomed, nonetheless. 
 
“So what’s your story, Janice?” A muffled, disembodied voice 
asked. 
 
Janice looked around trying to locate the person who’d spoken. 
Then Stu emerged from under a dense gorse bush ahead of her, 
scratched and covered in yellow flower petals, his trademark 
grin like it was pasted on. 
 
“Well I live next door to Jim…” Janice began. 
 
“Ah, so good ol’ Jim recruited you, aye? He’s good like that - 
promoting our group and whatnot. Almost all of us were told 
through the grapevine about what was happening out here. 
More than a few of us were invited along just like you. 
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“So how are you finding it?” The whole while Stu was sawing 
through gorse branches at a blistering speed. 
 
“Phew, well it’s physical but I feel great!” Janice replied, 
gratefully taking the moment to catch her breath and stretch. 
“Especially seeing what we’ve achieved.”  
 
“See how you feel in the morning!” Stu joked. “No, you’re 
quite right, quite right, Janice. It is a great feeling to be out 
working with your hands, isn’t it? Seeing the results. Stick 
around long enough and you get to see more than a pile of 
gorse. I’ve seen this whole landscape change - and for the 
better, I reckon.” He paused, however briefly, to gesture widely 
with his free hand for effect. “When I started, this hilltop was 
nearly all gorse and rabbit burrows.” 
 
With that, Stu channelled his inner rabbit and ducked into the 
dark, scratchy, and cramped understory of the gorse. 
 
Jim had worked his way along the perimeter of the track and 
now was at Janice’s side. “No need to try to keep up with the 
fearless leader, Janice, Stu goes at a hare’s pace.”  
 
Carol emerged as well, red in the face and her already 
strikingly blonde hair accented with bright gorse flower petals. 
“Yeah, slow and steady is just fine - we wouldn’t want you 
burning out on us on Day-1!” She said in mock reproach. 
 
“You’d think Stu was caffeinated to the extreme but that is just 
his natural energy level, it seems. Imagine him as a wee child - 
I wouldn’t want him in my classroom!” Carol admitted, faking 
a shudder. 
 
Carol was not only a relatively new volunteer, but a recent 
arrival to Dunedin - to New Zealand, in fact. She was a 
schoolteacher in the U.K. before being lured over by the 
Ministry of Education. It was to be her sort-of OE she never did 
during her 20s.  
 
“Stu always means well, though, he’s just a bit full-on. He’ll 
not let you get a word in edgewise and go ahead and ask you 
another question before you get a chance to respond!” Jim said, 
chuckling. “Now, I’m sure you have more to your story than 
being my neighbour! Go on, if you’d like.” 
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Janice sat upright again, removing her gloves and shaking out 
the bits of gorse that had fallen under the cuff. 
 
“Well, I retired just a few months ago. It started off with a long 
holiday visiting my two daughters overseas and that was lovely 
but when I came home I didn’t have a structure anymore. That 
first Monday back I was halfway through my morning routine 
before remembering I didn’t need to go into the office!” Janice 
joked, and was rewarded with a laugh.  
 
But the experience had actually jarred her. Despite joking about 
it now, she was listless, unsure of what to do with herself. 
Janice had never been one for self-doubt, but she also didn’t 
stray too far from her strengths. She had never felt as isolated 
and purposeless as she had in the short while she’d been 
retired. She had come to the realisation that she’d have to find 
something to fill the gap that her job once filled. And it was a 
big gap, indeed. She had taken to saying yes to any and all 
offers. 
 
So she started feverishly looking around for groups and clubs 
to join. She’d never been very sporty and most of the friends 
she’d made through the years were actually just work 
colleagues. And they were nearly all still working at the office. 
She’d meet them for coffee and a slice but without seeing them 
every day those relationships fell to the wayside. It was a 
competitive environment, and being the boss, she wasn’t really 
anyone’s friend at work. 
 
“When Jim came and asked me to join up I was over the moon 
because I did my best to dive headfirst into the garden I’d been 
neglecting for years. Let’s just say it wasn’t going well. This 
way I can neglect it for another year!” Janice joked.  
 
She was used to volunteering, but of a different sort. Her 
finance company organised corporate volunteer days once a 
year and she had given blood every now and then. Ever since 
retiring fully earlier in the year, though, she had all this free 
time. In the garden, with a thousand tasks to complete, Janice 
realised what she missed more than anything wasn’t the busy 
work at all - it was the people. The social aspect of work, the 
camaraderie. So, when Jim called over the hedge to her and 
invited her to volunteering, she jumped at the chance. 
 
Growing up, Janice had fond memories of the family 
converging on her grandparent’s market garden in Dunedin. As 
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a young girl in school, it was a place where she could relax and 
not feel pressure to perform. There were high expectations of 
Lum children, and there still is if you ask Janice’s daughters. 
The market garden was where she could be a kid. It was work, 
yes, but different and exciting. The extended family would 
come together during harvests to gather in the ripe fruit and 
vegetables for market. She still can feel the clay soil squeezing 
up between her toes as she walked carefully with a basket of 
produce to and from the panel truck. 
 
Her grandparents had worked hard in the gardens to build a 
better life for Janice’s dad, who in turn worked hard at the 
family dairy with her mother to give her the best schooling 
available. On summer holidays she would politely serve 
customers at the checkout. In high school, she excelled in a 
business economics class. She came home after school to the 
dairy and went over the books, finding ways to make the 
business more profitable. From there, she continued on to 
become a CPA, working her way up the corporate accounting 
ladder. Eventually, she started her own financial accounting 
business. 
 
It was that business, after reaching the top and finding nowhere 
else to climb, from which she retired. Her husband still worked 
but otherwise was on the golf course. He had tried to get her 
into the sport, but she soon realised she was no Lydia Ko and 
abandoned her practice. 
 
Janice was struggling to cut a particularly rotund gorse trunk. 
Her handsaw kept getting stuck about halfway through. 
Frustrated, she made an audible harrumph and mumbled a 
choice phrase in Chinese that her grandparents would reserve 
for such a moment. “Jim, what am I doing wrong here? Is the 
saw not sharp enough?” 
 
Jim pivoted around from where he was working and bent down 
to look. “No fault of yours, Janice. That trunk is just giving 
your saw a pinch. Here, try now.” Jim stood, taking careful 
hold of the top of the gorse bush and pulling away from 
Janice’s cut. The trunk opened at her cut and Janice’s saw was 
freed. 
 
This time, the teeth cut deeply through the remaining gorse. 
With only a few strokes, she was clean through the trunk, and 
Jim, still pulling to relieve the tension, nearly toppled over. 
“Ooph!” He exhaled, catching his balance.  
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“That would have been a prickly landing!” He said, looking 
behind him where one of the more sizable piles of cut gorse 
was stacked.  
 
Janice continued on her way, making slow but steady progress 
through the interwoven branches. The yellow gorse flowers 
were actually quite lovely, and from a distance they made the 
hillsides glow yellow. Up close, it was the smell that she 
marvelled at. She swore the gorse flowers had a pleasant 
coconut-like odour to them. 
 
Removing one particularly flower-laden gorse branch, she 
came to a plant that was clearly different. Although about the 
same stature as the surrounding gorse, this bush seemed 
familiar. 
 
“Wait a minute, this isn’t gorse. I know this! Isn’t it barberry?” 
Janice said to no one in particular. “I have a few in the back 
garden as part of the hedge.” Janice said, looking around for 
anyone, excited to have recognised one of the plants out here in 
the wild.  
 
The barberry was a lovely plant with its orange flowers 
contrasting against abundant small, dark-green leaves. And 
while each little leaf had three sharp points, the barberry 
otherwise only had the smallest of prickles. Janice was happy 
to see a familiar plant, especially among all the thornier, 
invasive gorse. 
 
“Ah, yep, you are right it’s a barberry but cut that bastard 
down,” Jim said abruptly from a few metres behind her. “One 
of our worst offenders, that one - Darwin’s Barberry.”  
 
“What? But a friend of mine gifted me it years ago! She took a 
cutting from her hedge. They can’t be bad if they are used in 
hedges, right?” Janice replied, a bit defensively. “She’s down 
in the Catlins, surely this one is a different kind?” 
 
“I’m afraid not,” Jim said, coming over to take a closer look. 
“There used to be farmsteads out here and this one probably 
was propagated from one of those old hedgerows around the 
house. Like the gorse, it was brought over as a hedge plant but 
once it gets out on the land it just takes over.” 
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So Janice took ahold of the base of the established barberry 
bush and began to saw, glad to be able to turn away. Jim would 
have seen the disappointment on her face. She felt foolish and 
she felt betrayed by a plant, which, upon realising it, made her 
feel even more foolish. The one plant out here she knew best 
and grew in her garden was on the most wanted list. Jim must 
think her daft. 
 
As she began sawing, Jim knelt down in the small clearing 
Janice’s hard work had created. 
 
“You are really doing a cracker job here, Janice,” He said once 
settled. “And I just wanted to say that I’ve been where you are 
now. I found that retirement jarred me out of a cycle I didn’t 
even know I was trapped in. My life was my work and I let 
everything else come second. I lived with blinders on, always 
looking out for me and mine and blocking everything else out.”  
 
“Well thanks, Jim, that means a lot. So that’s what got you into 
this, then?” Janice asked, nearly halfway through the trunk on 
the barberry. 
 
“In a way, but I had a reality check, of sorts, just before I 
retired,” Jim replied. 
 
Rolling from his heels onto his backside, Jim’s legs splayed 
out. His gangly limbs weren’t very suited to crawling around 
on the ground, let alone sitting comfortably. Jim took off a 
glove and combed out some gorse thorns from his beard.  
 
“I had a workmate, a good bloke. He pushed so hard at the job, 
though, that when retirement rolled around the change was too 
much for him. In the first six months he had a fit of heart 
attacks. Ended up at Dunedin Hospital for an emergency 
bypass. Died on the table, alone. Puts things in perspective, 
that.” Jim said, punctuating his statement with a solemn nod. 
 
“Oh my goodness, that must have come as a shock…” Janice 
couldn’t help but think of her own habit of putting work ahead 
of the rest of life. 
 
“It was, but in a way I am glad I was close enough to the guy to 
be shaken by it. I took it as a warning and when I left the job I 
made a point of getting stuck into something fulfilling. That’s 
when I started out here, and I didn’t know a weed from a rose 
bush!” 
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That lifted Janice’s mood more than anything. Jim had 
inadvertently reminded her that everyone had to start from the 
beginning. And weighing the good and bad aspects of plants 
like the barberry she was cutting would be like settling a 
balance sheet - she wouldn’t know if it was in the red or the 
black until she had all the facts. 
 
“There is a time after retirement, after the hustle and bustle of a 
life lived to support and provide that we all begin to think more 
and more about the world we will be leaving behind. Our 
legacy, you could say. Some people avoid this realisation by 
trying to never retire, because to work is to have familiar 
purpose. For some, though, there is a shift in focus from the 
individual to the collective - from the now to the future. That’s 
where I find myself now. 
 
“I’m rambling. But, I guess where I am going with this is, just 
keep at it, Janice - I think it will suit you. Just don’t let yourself 
get discouraged by this barberry,” Jim finished. 
 
Janice swivelled on her heels, the removed barberry in hand, 
and smiled at Jim. “Thank you, Jim.” She tossed it on the pile. 
 
“What’ll it be, Janice? Coffee? Tea?” Stu called from above 
them. 
 
Stu had brought up his pack with the thermoses and was 
already pouring tea and coffee out for morning tea. 
 
“I’d love a tea, thanks. Black, please.” Janice called back as she 
slowly got up from where she felled the barberry. She and Jim 
made their way up to the summit and Janice eased her way to 
the ground to sit on her pack, filled with the extra layers she 
had shed. Looking at her bare arms, there were a few scratches 
from the gorse thorns, but the slight sting of the red lines didn’t 
hamper the accomplishment and camaraderie she felt. 
 
The group gathered at the summit of Sandymount, where a 
plinth with a bronze directional circle stood, pointing out local 
landmarks. Built up above the gentle apex of the hill was a 
black-and-white trig used by early surveyors. Since removing 
the offending gorse, they were now the first to enjoy the freshly 
unobstructed vista. 
 
“With most of this gorse tackled, we’ll look forward to seeing 
the harakeke grow, and it’s liable to flourish. Stu said, looking 
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up from pouring steaming water from the thermos. “Funny, the 
next time we are up this way we might have to clear some flax 
instead!” 
 
Janice thought it must be a part of human nature that there is 
always that urge to get to a place with a view. Whenever we get 
to the top of something we want to take a look around, appraise 
what we’ve left below us. A vantage point, once achieved 
giving us a different perspective on the familiar. 
 
“Order up!” Stu called out, handing a steaming cuppa down the 
line to Janice.  
 
“Ta,” Janice said, accepting the hot mug. 
 
After having their heads bowed and backs hunched, staring at 
the spiked branches and tangled trunks of gorse all morning, it 
was a relief to stretch straight and appreciate the panoramic 
views from atop Sandymount. 
 
A skylark trilled above them, climbing higher and higher, 
singing all the while before dropping from the sky in a torrent 
of birdsong. Carol watched, head reclined on her pack.  
 
The Dunedin climate suited her and at first she was delighted to 
see that the landscape resembled her home along the North Sea 
coast. Carol soon found it a bit eerie, however, seeing plants 
and animals from home here in this foreign land. She 
remembered the first time she saw a skylark. It looked and 
behaved just as the little birds do in nearly all the paddocks in 
the UK. But these felt out of place, like imposters. She couldn’t 
help but feel nostalgic for home, though, as it flew off. At least 
they weren’t as problematic as the gorse. 
 
Finished being barista and cradling his own cuppa, Stu looked 
out at the peninsula’s coastline. His unusual silence somehow 
made the moment that much more special. The sun was still the 
sky’s only occupant and it made the Pacific Ocean waves a 
deep cerulean blue and the shallow inlets were a swirl of 
turquoise, green, and muted tan where the tides moved the 
sands.  
 
Jim had his pair of binoculars out, looking out towards the 
gentle swell offshore. He always travelled with his binocs, and 
he tended to look out to sea, and today he could see for miles. 
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Jim had worked many jobs in his life, but he ended up as a 
shipwright quite by accident. He was aboard a small trawler 
that hit rough seas south of Stewart Island and popped a plank. 
Floundering, they managed to limp into Bluff and Jim did a 
quick patch to get it up to the Otago Harbour. In Carey’s Bay, 
the head shipwright at the slipway praised the patch, however 
crude, and he got to talking with Jim. Before he knew it, Jim 
was being offered a position on a trial basis. That was 30 years 
ago. 
 
The first few years after retirement, he was at a loss of how to 
share what he knew with others. He didn’t realise he missed 
passing on new skills. Then he ran into Martin, Jordy’s 
granddad. He asked Jim to come out and help out on the 
peninsula. Having hopped around from job to job all his 
working life, he thrived off change and mastering a new role. 
 
So, when he saw his neighbour Janice out in her garden trying 
in vain to trim her towering hedge, he offered a hand. Just as 
Martin would’ve done. 
 
“Jim, m’boy, I wager you might spy Chile on a day like today!” 
Stu joked, guffawing and sending shortbread biscuit crumbs 
flying from his mouth. 
 
“I’ll keep looking, Stu, maybe if I squint. You can just make 
out the Sootys flying south,” he said, the binoculars still to his 
eyes.  
 
Janice wasn’t sure what he meant. “Pardon me, what’s sooty?” 
She looked at him quizzically. 
 
“Sooty shearwaters, muttonbirds, tītī, all the same thing. 
They’re a seabird. They reckon one of the most numerous in 
the world. Nest in their millions around New Zealand alone. 
Here, have a gander.” Jim offered the binoculars to Janice. 
 
“And look out to sea, towards the horizon. They’re tiny but 
there are hundreds of them so you should be able to…” He 
began. 
 
“Wow! Yes, I see them.” Janice interrupted. “Well, I think I do. 
They aren’t all birds, are they? I’ve never even heard of them.” 
 
“It’s like they’re playing follow-the-leader, huh? You think its 
impressive from here, being out amongst them is like being 
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caught in a West Coast river after a healthy downpour,” Jim 
replied.  
 
“From here, you can see a fair few rare species. You just have 
to know where to look. See, over there at the entrance to 
Papanui Inlet? Those big lumps on the sand aren’t logs, they’re 
sea lions.” Jim said, pointing.  
 
Janice panned over and looked down at the beach. “Ah, yes, I 
see! You really have to know what you’re looking for, though,” 
she said. 
 
“This is a huge part of why we do what we do, Janice,” Stu 
said, free of crumbs and launching into a lecture. Even while 
sitting, he somehow was still able to strike a grandiose pose.  
Sweeping a hand clutching another biscuit, he continued: “The 
peninsula is a true haven for wildlife and we want to restore 
what was once on land so that natives can return and thrive. 
The oceans around us are proof that wildlife are resilient when 
given a chance. I remember when the sea lions first came back. 
Now in a few months there will be pups suckling down in those 
trees,” he pointed to Allan’s Beach. 
 
“We can do something similar on the peninsula, and the whole 
of New Zealand, in time. We just have to give the species still 
around the chance to bounce back. And today the group is a 
grand example of what ecological restoration looks like: 
eliminating introduced mammals that cause harm directly to 
wildlife and vegetation, removing harmful weeds that take over 
the landscape, and propagating native plants to take their 
rightful place on the land. It’s a holistic approach.” 
 
Carol took the proffered binoculars off of Janice and scanned in 
the other direction, finally settling on the Harbour Cone. “Hey, 
there you go, two young volunteers heading to the summit.” 
 
“They’re rarer than sea lions, I reckon, those young 
volunteers!” Stu joked. “We get fleeting glances of them when 
the weather is good or when they come as a class. Jordy seems 
keen to stay on trapping, so that’s good. Hopefully Esther there 
will be back. We could use some fresh legs on those traplines.” 
 
“And some young blood! We are resembling a band of old 
codgers!” Jim said with a deep chuckle. 
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“Speak for yourself, old-timer!” Carol joked, springing from 
the ground where she sat. “Right, back at it.” 
 
“Too right, too right!” Stu said, gathering up the empty mugs. 
“If it’s not already, let’s shift what we’ve cut so it’s out of sight 
from the track. As we walk back it pays to see if we missed any 
bits. Feel free to be a bit ruthless, even with the flax. Not sure 
the next time we’ll have time to do this section of track with 
summer nearly here. The punters will be swarming it soon with 
their selfie sticks.” 
 
They all rose up from their seats, gathering up their packs and 
tools.  
 
Janice lagged behind and waited for everyone to take off down 
the track. She took one long inhale and spun slowly to take in 































Part III: Transplant 
 
 
Kiri hadn’t been out on the peninsula since she was a young 
girl. Her whanau would visit the sandflats and shallow bays 
near Harwood, scooping tuatua and pipi from the sand and 
spearing flounder by torchlight. 
 
She loved the nights when it was still and the harbour’s bays 
and inlets appeared more like a sheltered inland lake than 
connected to the turbulent Pacific. The kids would all sleep out 
on the screened veranda of their grandmother’s house and let 
the sound of the waves wish them goodnight. 
 
It had been a hectic time for Kiri’s young family. They had just 
moved back from New South Wales less than a year ago. It had 
been a whirlwind homecoming and it had been hard to find 
time to reconnect with this place. Now that they had settled into 
a new house, it was time to introduce the boys to where their 
family is rooted.  
 
Looking out the windscreen at the ebb tide, those same 
sandflats she remembered as a child were exposed. Now, with 
kids of her own in tow, she followed the road as it weaved 
around familiar bends toward the nursery. Stu’s directions 
meant they had to backtrack a little ways towards Broad Bay. 
 
Glancing in the rearview mirror, little Tai sat flipping through a 
book he was supposed to be too young to read, while his 
slightly older brother Kahu dramatically crashed two plastic 
cars together. They’re inseparable, these two, and Kiri smiled 
knowing they are so close and will always have each other. She 
wanted them to have a connection to this place, as she has. This 
was larger than just childhood nostalgia for Kiri, it was part of 
her family’s heritage as tangata whenua.  
 
While a difficult shift for her and her husband to come back to 
New Zealand, it was the biggest change in her little boys’ lives. 
They were reacting to the change differently. Kahu was a 
toddler when they first moved across the ditch, and Tai was in 
her belly and was born over there. Australia is all they know, 
all they remember at least. When Hamish was offered a job 
back home, it was a difficult decision but they knew it was the 
right one. They both wanted what was best for their kids, and 
being closer to whanau proved to be the deciding factor. 
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She took the final turn down Bacon Street, signalled by the 
crunch of gravel beneath the tyres. Kiri had never been down 
this inconspicuous road that meets the harbour alongside Smith 
Creek. No matter how long you’ve known it, the Peninsula has 
a funny way of always remaining new. 
 
All the way to the end of the road, passed an eclectic array of 
year-round abodes and seasonal baches, they reached a 
whitewashed gate. The gate was swung wide open, and at first 
glance it looked to Kiri that it never shut. The trees on either 
side had grown too close and the gate could no longer pass 
between them. A forest green letterbox, although partially 
covered in pine needles, was decorated in true Peninsula 
fashion with a hand-painted floral emblem surrounding a 
stylised house number.  
 
Hidden from view from the road, behind the towering stand of 
old macrocarpas and the whitewashed gate, was a scene 
plucked from a picture book. The beginnings of what would 
become a lush vegetable garden surrounded a farmhouse and 
outbuildings that must have dated to the late 1800s. Siding 
made of boards so wide that it took fewer than ten to overlap 
from the ground propped up the eves of a red roof. The house 
was modest but tidy for its apparent age. Still function over 
form as it was when built. The garden was loosely contained 
chaos with raised beds, trellises, and bird netting. A wrap-
around porch circled the outside, its structure almost entirely 
covered in climbing vines and roses. 
 
Kiri slowed the van and came to a squeaking halt in the gravel 
turnaround between the house and the buildings. Out of one of 
the smaller sheds came a woman who so fit the scene that Kiri 
did not notice her until she was right in front of her, smiling. 
Red-band gumboots came up to the hem of a floral gardening 
apron which was covered partially by a tattered wool jersey. 
The woman looked windswept despite the calm conditions, like 
she had just wandered along the seaside cliffs. 
 
“Good morning, Love, you must be Kiri. My name is Lorraine, 
it’s a pleasure to have you with us,” the woman said while 
removing a soil-stained garden glove from her right hand to 
shake Kiri’s hand. She then descended spryly to one knee, 
which made Kiri wonder just how old the white-haired 
Lorraine might be.  
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“Why, and who are these strapping young lads? G’day, you can 
call me Lorraine,” she said with a wink, offering a hand to both 
young boys. 
 
Little Tai clung to his mother’s leg but Kahu boldly approached 
Lorraine’s outstretched hand and shook it. “Hiya, I’m Kahu, 
this is my little bro Tai. He doesn’t talk much anymore. We’ve 
just moved from Australia,” he said, grabbing his brother by 
the arm and pulling him forward. Tai just smiled sheepishly. 
 
“Well, so I can hear!” Lorraine said, picking up on the Aussie 
accent. “It is very nice to meet you all. Come along, dears, let’s 
start with the tour, shall we?” 
 
Around the back, the property opened up to an old overgrown 
paddock that was in the process of being returned to native 
bush. Stakes in the ground just barely cleared the tops of the 
tall grass and demarcated the new plantings. Each native plant 
was surrounded by metal mesh.  
 
“To keep the bunnies out,” Lorraine said. “I’m a bit like Mr. 
McGregor,” she whispered to the young ones out of the side of 
her mouth.  
 
“Who?” Kahu asked, puzzled. 
 
“Oh, never you mind, dear.” She said with a laugh.    
 
An old wooden lean-to, its unpainted sides weathered almost 
white, had been repurposed as a potting shed. Three square 
standing tables had edging around the top working surface to 
keep soil from spilling onto the bare floor. At the back of the 
three-walled structure, stalls that at one time may have housed 
horses or perhaps a milking cow now were filled with 
manageable piles of compost, wood chips, and sand. Shovels 
from various eras stuck out of each pile.  
 
“This is the potting shed.” Lorraine said, stopping briefly. “We 
will mostly be in the hoop house today, though. I’m glad to see 
you are wearing shorts, it gets very hot in there on these sunny 
days.” 
 
“They are well-stocked with shorts. It’s about all they wore 
over in Aussie! This past winter was their first time in 
trousers,” Kiri said, thinking how she was getting used to 
Dunedin weather again, as well as wearing a uniform. 
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Kiri got a job at the New World supermarket in town soon after 
arriving back. When they were doing a promotion with little 
pot plants, she brought a couple home for the boys to try. They 
were fixated. Growing something from a seed, so small, was a 
wonder to them. They loved watching the soil pellet expand 
after adding the water. Their little hands were so tender and 
delicate when they placed the seed into the soil, covering it and 
gently patting the soil. It was over an hour of concentration and 
they loved it. Kiri loved that they weren’t obsessing over video 
games. 
 
The next day, she brought home as many as was allowed. They 
delighted in collecting each different vegetable variety. 
Unprompted, they compared the seeds to one another and once 
sprouts began to appear, they watched as they grew - or didn’t 
grow - differently. They saw what happened when they gave 
the plants just enough water and put them in the sunlight. 
Given the right conditions, the seeds became wee sprouts and 
thrived. 
 
Tai had gone quiet ever since they moved back from Australia. 
He rarely spoke now, whereas over there he had been praised 
by his kindy teacher for being so well spoken for his age. Kahu, 
while always a rambunctious and energetic child, only a year 
older than Tai, became difficult to handle. Kahu bounced off 
the walls and had difficulty focusing at school. Kiri’s little boys 
were both reacting to this massive change in their young lives 
differently. 
 
‘They’ll be right, just give them time,’ her whanau all said. But 
it had been nearly eight months and things didn’t seem to be 
improving. Some condition had to change for them to grow. 
She thought that perhaps connecting them to nature and the 
Peninsula was what they needed.  
 
“Come on now, boys, I brought you all the way out here today 
so you could do some planting. Remember how much you 
loved the New World pot plants?” Kiri said, trying to coax the 
boys away from some of the sharper tools that hung on a 
shadow board on the wall of the lean-to. 
 
“Ah, I love those little pot plants! Lorraine said 
enthusiastically. “Do you two know, she continued kneeling 
next to the two boys and putting a wrinkly hand on each of 
their shoulders, “that I collected almost all of them?”  
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Tai’s eyes widened with Lorraine’s statement and smiled big. 
He looked about ready to burst, but no sound came from his 
lips. Instead Tai tugged on his brother’s sleeve eagerly and just 
looked at him expectantly. 
 
“Tai really wants me to tell you we collected them all,” Kahu 
said proudly, throwing his arm around his brother and puffing 
up his chest.  
 
My goodness! That’s impressive now, isn’t it! I never managed 
to get any parsnips…” Lorraine said, “But, you know it’s 
alright to tell me yourself, Tai. I don’t bite,” she said with a 
wink. 
 
“Nah, he doesn’t talk to strangers now,” Kahu said 
offhandedly, “But trust me, he’s really excited.” 
 
“It’s a bit of a long story,” Kiri said to Lorraine, placing a hand 
on Tai’s unruly mop of black hair as he clasped her leg once 
more. 
 
“Ah, well the nursery is just the place for a long story.” 
Lorraine said with an understanding smile. 
 
“The nursery? Mum, I am not a baby, I don’t wanna go to 
nursery!” Kahu exclaimed, jumping and stamping both is feet. 
His already high voice quickly rising and his tear ducts filling 
rapidly.  
 
“Oi, not that kind of nursery, we talked about this.” Kiri said 
using her motherly tone that conveyed a bit of warning. 
 
Lorraine led the way past the lean-to. Around the corner, a 
rusty blue Ford tractor with a bucket attached sat near a 
mountain of steaming compost. Kiri ushered Kahu, and by 
default also Tai, away from the tempting tractor seat and 
steering wheel. 
 
They were standing in front of what must be the newer of the 
two hoop houses. The older one was propped with a palisade of 
firewood, but both curved roofs of the greenhouses were angled 
side-on to make the most of the North-facing aspect. 
 
“Boys, I could sure use some help in here. Would you help me 
to take care of the little plants? It is really only a job for big 
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kids, though…” Lorraine said, letting the words hang like she 
was struggling to decide. 
 
“I’m a big kid!” Kahu said, still looking skeptical that a nursery 
could be anything but an offense to his mature age of 5 years. 
Realising that Tai might not qualify, he added, “And Tai is 
little but he’s with me. He’s a big kid, too.” 
 
Lorraine made a quizzical face, pretending to size up the two 
young boys. After a moment, she nodded as if having made up 
her mind that they were, indeed, big kids.  
 
“Alright, you two do seem to be big kids by the looks of it. You 
may enter the nursery as my helpers.” 
 
Lorraine turned and slid open the door of the newer hoop 
house. A wall of hot, moist air hung there like a curtain. 
Crossing the threshold, they were greeted by the wholesome 
aroma of overturned soil, the slightly acidic tang of fresh 
compost, and an overwhelming feeling they were breathing the 
freshest oxygen you could get. 
 
Surely just being here will be good for the boys, Kiri assured 
herself as she watched them tailing Lorraine. Kahu started 
marching and Tai quickly followed, double-stepping to make 
sure he was in sync with his brother. 
 
Lorraine removed the old knit jersey once inside the hoop 
house. She inhaled deeply as she removed it. She knitted it 
years ago for Martin, and sometimes she swore she could still 
smell him in the wool. This jersey was nearly worn out, the 
elbows fraying, but there were others. Lorraine wore one 
anytime she worked outside on the homestead. That way she 
felt she was always taking Martin along with her, that they 
were still working to restore the land together. 
 
“Right. That feels better. Now, let’s begin over here.” Lorraine 
turned but realised she was talking to no one. Kiri was half 
jogging to the back corner of the hoop house, where Kahu had 
led Tai. 
 
She returned swiftly holding Kahu and Tai each by one arm. 
All it took was Kiri widening her eyes at Kahu, nodding in the 
direction of Lorraine to get the little boy to apologise.  
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“Sorry, Miss Lorraine, just checkin’ to see there weren’t any 
nursery stuff tucked in the back there,” he said trying to justify 
his truancy. 
 
“No, no, see here little one,” Lorraine clarified, propping up 
one of the hundreds of seedling trays that fit into the rows of 
grow tables, “it’s just a nursery for baby plants.” 
 
Kahu looked at Tai and nodded, finally convinced they weren’t 
at some clandestine nursery school. 
 
Lorraine set them up at the nearest work table. It was just like 
the ones in the lean-to only aluminium. She brought over two 
creaky wooden stools for the boys to reach the tabletop. Once 
gathered, she brought over the first tray of kōwhai seedlings. 
 
Rows and rows of spindly, angular branches stuck up several 
centimetres from the black potting mix. 
 
“Now, watch me carefully. See how I massage the sides of the 
tray? We need to be very gentle with the young plants. Their 
roots are still fragile and how they grow now will affect their 
futures, okay?” Lorraine talked through the process of 
removing the young trees and repotting them into larger pots. 
 
Kiri was glad Lorraine was so good with kids. It ended up that 
they each supervised one of the boys as they trialled their first 
couple plants. They both proved to be fast learners, and so the 
adults started on their own trays of seedlings. 
 
“They are really taking to this,” Lorraine said to Kiri. “They are 
naturals. Must have green thumbs, the two of them. We love 
the extra hands, but you know there are some great community 
gardens closer in to town. What brings you all the way out here 
on the Peninsula?” 
 
“This is home. Since moving back to Dunedin I can’t help but 
think back to when I was growing up out here. It made me 
realise that my boys are growing up indoors. When we were 
kids, the cousins and I would be outside here on the Peninsula 
from just after brekkie until mum whistled for tea,” Kiri said 
with a fond smile. “Us kids would adventure into the bush or 
go off exploring the beaches. These two, they are inside and 
would rather have a screen in front of them.”  
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As a child, Lorraine knew a young Māori girl growing up in 
Ōtākou who’s whistle could be nearly heard across the harbour. 
 
“I don’t suppose your mum was called Aroha?” Lorraine asked.   
 
“Nah, that’s my gran’s name, though.” Kiri said. “Did you 
know her?”  
 
“Aha! Yes, I remember your gran could whistle better than 
anyone I knew. Loud and sharp, you could hear her for miles. 
She must’ve passed that on to your mother,” Lorraine laughed, 
slapping her thighs at the memory. “She could even speak to 
the birds, imitate their calls to a T.” 
 
An almost liquid whistle filled the hoop house, faint, but 
seeming to come from everywhere. Tai’s wee mouth made an 
‘O’ as he whistled a spotted dove’s cooing tune.   
 
“What a beautiful whistle! That is a talent that runs in your 
family. Must be an Aussie bird, though, because I can’t place 
it!” Lorraine laughed. 
 
Kiri smiled, this is the Dunedin she knew growing up. If you 
got talking to someone inevitably you’d be cousins or at the 
very least know the same people.  
 
“So you brought them out to show them where you grew up, 
that is really good,” Lorraine continued. 
 
“Yes, that and something that Kahu said last week,” Kiri 
replied. “They are doing a unit on the environment and the 
teacher is a bit too gloom-and-doom, to be honest. Endangered 
species, climate change, and habitat loss. He’s only 5, for 
goodness sakes. Plus he hasn’t been in this New Zealand 
environment very long, and mostly in the city.”  
 
Kiri and Hamish had been caught off guard when Kahu had 
asked them what they were doing to save the environment. 
They were together in the evening helping him make a diorama 
of what pre-human Aotearoa would have looked like. Nature 
was in trouble, he had said, and a look of worry came over him 
as he held a miniature plastic moa. Kahu hadn’t been exposed 
to these concepts in Australia so he seemed worried that his 
new home was in danger. 
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“Kids need a chance to first love nature before they are asked 
to save it,” Lorraine agreed, nodding. 
 
If Tai wasn’t clinging to his mother’s leg, he was with his 
brother. It had been that way since he started walking. Even 
more so since moving from Australia, Tai was like Kahu’s 
shadow.  
 
But as Kiri looked around the hoop house, she couldn’t see her 
little man. 
 
Kahu was elbows-deep in soil with Lorraine, carefully 
unearthing some of the larger seedlings with deeper roots. The 
relief of him finally settling down long enough to focus was 
overcome by a niggling worry. 
 
“Tai! Are you in here?” Kiri called as she walked around the 
various tables and rows of new seedlings. No response. It was 
unlike Tai to run off, but he couldn’t have gone far. She was 




It was Tai’s little voice rising into a scream out the back of the 
hoop house. Kiri broke into a run. In her mind was all the rusty 
old farm machinery around, imagining the worst. 
 
As Kiri ran, Tai screamed again, but it was capped off by 
laughter, like when he was getting tickled or chased before bath 
time. Kiri slowed, her heart still in her throat. She pushed her 
way through overlapping Coprosma branches, emerging into a 
small clearing, surrounded by native trees. 
 
Plopped on his bottom in the middle of the clearing was little 
Tai, giggling away as he wiggled his little toes in front of a 
large bird. 
 
They both looked like they were playing. The bird would watch 
each toe wiggle before moving its legs dramatically. 
 
Lorraine pushed through the shrubs with one hand, the other 
holding onto Kahu’s hand. She took one look and dropped to 
her knees next to Kiri, whispering to her as she pulled her down 




Lorraine and Kiri sat back on their heels in the thick layer of 
leafy forest humus with Kahu between them. The bird, about 
the size of a skinny chicken had a long, hooked beak that 
overlapped the bottom. It was mostly a muted ruddy brown 
color, with a whitish head and a pale ring around its eyes. 
 
The bird hopped about in front of the young boy, cocking its 
head from side to side to mime the mirthful Tai. It turned its 
head so far it was nearly upside down. Tai tried the same and 
tottered over. The bird did the same, rolling on its back and 
kicking its legs. Kahu was squirming and ducked under his 
mother’s arm and out of Lorraine’s handhold. The bird rolled 
upright, looked over and Tai followed its gaze. Seeing his 
brother, Tai smiled and ushered him over. “Kahu, Kahu, look at 
the bird! It’s playing with me!” He said in a loud and excited 
attempt at a whisper. 
 
Kahu tip-toed forward and the bird watched his every step,  
 
The bird opened its wings, flashing a brilliant red and yellow 
underwing, and began hopping backwards on its large-toed 
feet. It seemed to take in more of its surroundings, and cocked 
its head in Kiri and Lorraine’s direction. Perhaps deciding that 
the ground was becoming too crowded, it took flight noisily, 
clumsily flapping on broad wings up to an overarching kōwhai 
branch, weighted down already by the heavy yellow flowers. 
 
The adults came into the clearing and joined the two young 
boys. The brothers pointed to the kākā, bursting into a fit of 
giggles when the funny parrot took a whole kōwhai flower in 
its beak and scarfed it down. Then it swung upside-down, 
holding the branch with its four strong toes, again spreading its 
wings. 
 
“That is a kākā, and a young one. I’ve waited for this day all 
my life.” Lorraine said, tears in her eyes. The kākā was now 
using its curved beak to help it climb around the kōwhai. The 
kākā were so rare in the South Island that they are only really 
found in protected sanctuaries. This one, a playful juvenile with 
its pale eye rings, almost certainly crossed the Otago Harbour 
from Orokonui, a fenced predator-free sanctuary over the hill 
from Port Chalmers. 
 
Martin had begun planting this native grove for Lorraine near 
the house when they first arrived back at Lorraine’s family 
homestead as newlyweds. He had collected seeds from remnant 
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bush in the gullies over the hill near the inlet when out 
mustering sheep or cattle. Those first few seeds they 
germinated and nurtured on the kitchen windowsill. That 
kōwhai tree the kākā chose to feed in was one of the first plants 
to go in the ground here. Martin had built a bench for Lorraine 
under the tree as it grew, and when he was ill he wanted to sit 
there more than anywhere else. 
 
Seeing kākā in their garden was one of the benchmarks of a 
restored environment. It was a wistful goal of her and Martin’s, 
but Lorraine did not think she’d see it in her lifetime. They 
used to joke that they’d love a kākā to raid their garden instead 
of the rampant possum. It spoke more of their environmental 
values than it did their concern for the safety of their fruits and 
veggies.  
 
Our conservation work had paid off, Lorraine thought, smiling, 
wishing Martin was there to share the moment with her. 
 
Tai, hearing a sniffle from behind him, turned and tip-toed 
over. “Oh, it’s okay, Lorraine, don’t be sad. It’s a nice bird.” 
Tai said, patting her hand. 
 
“Oh, I know little one,” she said with a sniff and through a 























Until Next Time 
 
 
What had meant to be a stock-standard end of volunteering 
luncheon took on a festive air as word spread of the kākā 
encounter. Plans to eat on the porch were scrapped as they all 
felt the kōwhai clearing was the place to celebrate. Although 
the kākā had flown off not long after Kiri and Lorraine entered 
the clearing, everyone was hopeful that it might return. And 
even if it didn’t, there was a newfound magic for the place.  
 
Spillover from Orokonui was common nearer the sanctuary, but 
here across the harbour, a kākā sighting was very special. For 
the veteran volunteers, the kākā visit was a testament to their 
hard work. For the newbies, it was a sign of what they, too, 
could help achieve. For all, it was motivation to continue being 
a part of this conservation journey. 
 
Jumping onto an overturned wheel barrow, Stu clinked his jar 
of water with the tip of his ever-present secateurs, drawing a 
laugh from the group. “I just thought a few words would be 
appropriate…” he began to some exaggerated moans and Jim 
yelling from the back, “Best keep it to a few, Stu!” 
 
“He’s always one for dramatics,” Jordy whispered into Esther’s 
ear. 
 
With a mischievous wink and an ear-to-ear grin, Stu cleared his 
throat loudly and continued, “To all the new faces, cheers for 
choosing to come out and spend your Saturday with us. It 
sounds like you all did some really good work today and I hope 
that this is only the beginning. 
 
“To commemorate your inaugural day of volunteering on the 
peninsula, Lorraine has a few kōwhai here ready to go into the 
ground. It’s something we’ve co-opted from Lorraine and 
Martin in the early days of the group and it has become a 
tradition.” 
 
The kōwhai had small, spindly branches each with symmetrical 
rows of perfectly oval leaves at their tips. Ahead of them, a 
grove of kōwhai of various sizes stood as testament to the 
extent of the tradition, including the kākā tree. 
 
“So we hope to see you out again on Saturday mornings but 
otherwise we have plenty on offer. We have all sorts of folks 
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helping out any way they can. Come out to our end-of-season 
party and you’ll get to meet everyone. We run the larger 
planting days and of course get the schools involved. There are 
some folks that work full-time but help out some weekends and 
holidays. It’s a big supportive community you’ve stumbled 
upon and we are happy to have you.” 
 
Kiri’s two little boys were given small trowels and Jordy went 
ahead and broke the sod for them. Kiri planted hers nearby 
their two smaller seedlings they had chosen specially from the 
nursery. Esther and Janice each were given larger spades, the 
two of them breaking ground a bit closer to Smith Creek. 
 
As the soil was tamped down around the last kōwhai seedling, 
a bank of clouds came over the hill to cover the falling sun. 
“There is the Southerly now, a bit later than they expected.” 
Jim noted, his beard acting like a wind sock as a chilly breeze 
hit the group suddenly. The wind only increased and they 
packed up the loose food, dishes, and tools.  
 
“Hey there, Jim, would you mind coming over afterwards and 
walking my garden with me?” Janice asked as they gathered up 
all they brought to the clearing. “After the Old Man’s Beard 
and now this Darwin’s Barberry debacle, I’m wondering what 
else I have back there that might jump the fence and become 
invasive.” 
 
“You’d like some kind of Backyard Plant Audit, aye?” Jim 
paused and put his hand into his beard, under where his chin 
likely hid, as if in deep thought. 
 
“If it sways you, I can offer up some of my famous 
dumplings…” Janice said, playing along in mock negotiation 
before they both broke and started laughing. 
 
“No, of course I will! Let’s pencil in tomorrow, though,” Jim 
said, his eyes glancing skyward, quickly walking with an 
armload of food toward the house. “But I wouldn’t say no to 
dumplings…” He added over his shoulder. 
 
Kiri was quickly writing her number on a scrap of napkin for 
Lorraine, who had offered to babysit the two boys now and 
again while Kiri and her husband renovated their new house. 
Tai tugged away on his mother’s sleeve. 
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“What is it, bub?” She asked as he tugged until she bent down 
and he whispered in her ear: “Mum, can we please come 
back?” 
 
Esther looked at the imposing cloud and into the gusts, the 
same direction she’d have to go to get back to her flat. 
 
“Say, Esther, that’ll be quite the headwind to try and cycle 
into,” Jordy said, as if he could read her thoughts. “Let me 
drive you? I’m heading that way, so no worries.” 
 
Before she could open her mouth to say ‘no, no, that’s alright 
don’t trouble yourself,’ the sweeping front started to dump big, 
fat droplets of rain. Then came the hail. She made a dash for 
the cover of the veranda. Jordy continued undeterred and at his 
usual sauntering gait. Arriving at the porch, instead of joining 
her in the lee of the building, he stuck his head under what was 
quickly becoming a curtain of rain water and hail coming off 
the corrugated roof. 
 
His hat deflected most of the runoff and his face appeared right 
in front of Esther’s. “How ‘bout that ride?” He asked again, this 
time with a big, cheeky grin. 
 
“Yes!” Esther yelled as she huddled close under the eaves, the 
tin roof singing. “Please and thank you!” she added quickly, 
smiling back at Jordy.  
	
